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ABSTRACT

The primary immune response of adult albino mice to loovine

serum albumin antigen and horse ferritín antigen was studied from 1

through 28 days following primary antigen injection" The mandÍburar

labial sulcus served as the injection site. The immune response

reached peak 14 days after antigen injectiono then returned to near

normal by 28 days,

The local immune response to challenge antigen injection in

sensitized mice was investigated. Challenge injection was administered

through the maxillary labial mucosa.

The influence of non-specific inflaffnation on the challenge

response was studied when both were present sirnultaneously in a local

oral tissue site" The results Índicate that inflamed tissues react more

violently to the presence of horse ferritin-anti horse ferrÍtin complexes

than do non-inflamed tissues" Although the challenge reaction in non-

inflamed tissues incited an acute inflammatory lesion. this same

reaction occurring in inflamed tissue induced an Arthus reaction,
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INTRODUCTION

The structures comprising the periodontium are subject to a great

variety of diseases" The most prevarent and most damaging of these

diseaseso in terms of resultant premature ross of teetho is chronic

destructive periodontitÍs" Whenever the term "periodontal disease" is
used in this thesiso unLess otherwise specifiedo it is to be interpreted

as the chronic inflammatory destructive form of periodontitis.

The nearly universal nature and the apparent complexity and incon-

clusiveness surrounding the etiology of periodontal disease justify the

investigation of all possible factors that may contribute to the initiation
and development of the disease. In recent years the possible role of the

immune mechanism in periodontal disease has been frequently alluded to"

Experimental investigation has accumulated evidence which supports this
supposition"

0f the many causal factors relating to periodontal disease, the

oral microbiota (as possible sources of antigens) and local tissue inflam-

mation have been the two elements that have received continued and

increased attention" It has not been determined how the indigenous oral

population of bacteria relates to the local gingival inflammation which

is apparentry the forerunner of periodontar disease" rt is equally

uncertain how gingival inflammation, once presentg progresses to destruction

of bone and collagen. It was the intention of this thesis to introduce

the concept of synergism between local inflammation and immune reactionso

and to produce experimental evidence in support of such a concept. Such

a synergistÍc mechanismo if it, does in fact operate in mammalian tissueso

may be a factor to be considered in the pathogenesis of periodontal disease"



PART I

PERIODONTAL DISEASE AND THE ROLE

OF IMMUNE MECHANISMS

RELEVANT CONCEPTS

A Literature Review



PERIODONTAL DISEASE

Recognition of periodontal disease as a widespread public health

problemo with up to 95% of the population affectedo has been well

documented. The techniques for diagnosis and treatment have become

sophisticated and highly effective. However there are such a variety

of factors exerting their influence on the affected tissues that the

pathogenesis and to a lesser degree the etiology of periodontal disease

is obscure. The clinical handling of the disease remains empirical

(Waerhaug o L967).

It has become evÍdent that the development of the periodontal

Iesion must be a convergent biological phenomenon in which a number

of variable factors must co-exist in the immediate environment of the

periodontal organ. These variable factors may be localo systemico

endogenous and/or exogenous. It must also be recognized that the

products of interaction of these various factors may be many and varied¡

some of them possibly directly related to subsequent diseaseo some of

them not" One must al-so assess the effect of the interaction product on

the normal physiotogic capacity of the tissues involvedo especially in

an organ that is submitted to mechanical forces of the magnitude

occurring in the periodontal organ.

T-r'lE PERIODONTIUM

Sorrin (1960) defines the periodontium as all those tissues in

immediate proximity to and surrounding the tooth" These include cementume

periodontal membraneo alveolar bone and gingiva. The peculiar nature of

this organ suggests that the disease processes associated with it are

either directly or indirectly related to some of the anatomical features



cÐmposing it" A brief summary of the more important anatomical structures

and their possible relationship to disease is therefore included"

THE PERIODONTAL MEMBRANE

The structural component of the periodontal membrane is collagen

fibres and a cementing ground substance. Chemically this tissue is

made up of mucopolysaccharides composed of hyaluronic acid and chon-

droitin sulfuric acid forming complexes with protein" The proportional

content of the two acids is important in the consideration of disease"

Chondroitin sulfuric acid-protein complexes are relatively stable,

whereas hyaluronic acid-protein complexes are more readily dissolved

(Ehrich, L952)" In immature collagen the more soluble hyaluronic acid-

protein complexes are present in greater proportion than the more

Ínsoluble complexes" This may be an important consideration in perio-

dontitis, in which disaggreg'ation of collagen occurs.

It is possible that inflammation associated with periodontal

disease acts to block or alter the maturation process of newly

synthesized collagen (Stirn, L967). The periodontal membrane would

then be gradually replaced by the more soluble immature collagen which

would be more susceptible to disaggregation. Schultz-Haudt & Aas (f9ó0)

determined the amount of soluble and insoluble collagen in normal

and inftamed gingival tissues and were unable to find significant

differences.
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THE BPITHELIAL ATTACI]IVIENT

The junction of oral soft tissue and the hard tooth surfaceo the

epithelial attachment areao may be the aIl-important gateway for disease

producing substances from the oral cavity entering the periodontal

tissues. The nature of the epíthelial attachment has not been completely

ellucidated but most prominent today are two schools of thought. The

stat,ic conceptr supported by Gottlieb and orban (1938)o states that

there is organic attachment of t,he invaginated epithelium to the tooth

enamel. The dynamíc concept stales that the cells of the invaginated

epithelium are "attached" only by adhesion to the enamel surface. Therefore

the epithelial cuff is merely a tightly fitting cuff around the neck of

the tooth (lÂIaerhaug, 196ó) leaving a space in the nature of t00-200 Ao

between the epithelium and the hard tissue of the tooth.

The oral epithelium is well protected against assault by its

keratinized surface, The gingival crevice, which is probably subjected

to more threatening agents than is most of the oral mucosa, is lined by

a non-keratinized squamous epithelium"

Experimental investigation has determined that the cell-renewal

rate in 1he epithelium of the gingival crevice and attachment area is

relatively high" Trott & Gorenstein (1963) found that in rats the

crevicular epithetium had a hígher renewal rate than that of the attached

or cïestal gingiva, but not higher than the epithelium covering the palate

and buccal mucosa. However epithetial cells of the gingival attachment

had by far the highest rate of turnover" The significance of this

Iatter finding is not entirely clear but does indicate that the epithelial

attachment is a dynamic organ"



TTIE BLOOD SUPPLY

The blood supply to the periodontal membrane comes mainly from

the dental artery which sends branches into the alveolus" The alveolar

arteries in turn send branches lateralIy" perforating the lamina dura

(Birn, L966) " Once havÍng entered the periodontal membrane these

branches anastomose with other arteries of simirar origin to form a

vascul-ar plexus proximal to the alveolar walI" Carranzao et al (19óó)

have found that arterial branches from the dental artery also penetrate

the periodontal membrane directly to form a plexus of vessels similar to

the one just describedo but proximal to the cemental side of the membrane,

The blood supply of the gingiva is largeJ.y independent of the

periodontal blood supply and arises from mucosal vessels (ttleinmano 1941;

carranza, et aI, 1966; Kindlova, 1967). These investigators found that

there are vascular connections between the gingival and perioàontal

tissues but suggest that these are of only minor importance. The lymphatic

and venous drainage of both areas follows the arterial pathways"

Recently much attention has been directed to the blood supply of

t.he crevicular epithelium and the dento-gingival junction (Carranza, 19ó6;

Ege]berg, 1966¡ Kindlovao 1967). From these investigations it has become

fairly clear that a clinicarry hearthy gingiva has a werr defined

vascular plexus underlying the crevicular epithelium. This plexus e¡dtends

from the gingival margin to the base of the crevice and does not show

vascular loop formation as is found under the oral epithelium of the

gi ngiva "

In intimate relationship to the epitheliat cuff is a vascular

plexus whích, similar to the plexus underJ.ying the crevicular epithelium,
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is rich in vessels of the venular type" Because the crevicular epithelium

is relatively thin these venous networks are situated very proximal to the

surface and thus both their position and physiological characteristics

make them extremely vulnerable to injury"

In chronically inflamed gingiva the thin layer of blood vessels

underlying the crevicular epithelium is replaced by a vascular bed rich

in loop formations (EgeJ-berg, 1966). The coiled vascular network under

the epithelial attachment becomes grossly varicose and shows a pronounced

inflammatory react.ion. The anastomoses between gÍngival and periodontal

vasculatures increase" Associated with these anatomical changes is an

increased flow of tissue ftuid through the gingival crevice (Egelberg,

I9ó3)" This finding is consistent with the lcnown tendency for vessels

of the venular type to respond to injury by increased permeability.

HOST-PARASITE RELATIONSHIPS

Bacteria and bacterial products appear to represent an indispensable

factor in periodontal disease (Schultz-Haudt & Lundqvist, 1962; Gibbons,

1964; It{ulvihillo er aJ-, 1967i Winer, er aI , L967) " Most, if not aIJ.,

living things are infested with a variety of indigenous microbial agents

which are at least potentially pat,hogenic"

At the same time the host defence mechanism is of such a nature

that it is able to maintain a healthy state even in the presence of

potentially harmful agents. The presence of these microorganisms normally

becomes manifest onJ-y when something occurs to upset this equilibrium

between parasite population and/or pathogenicity and host defences

(Schultz-Haudt & Lundqvist,o 196Ð. Any factoro local or systemico exogenous

or endogenousg which operates to tip this balance in favor of the parasite

must then be considered etiologic in the result,ing disease state"



FACTORS OPERATING AGAINST TITE HOST

The Parasite: It has not bL'u.n demonstrated that a qualitative

difference in oral flora exists in healthy and diseaseC individuals

(ElIison t l{andell, 1963; Couranto et aI, 1965)" Bacteria or bacterial

exotoxins have not been discovered in the tissues reJ-ating to periodontal

disease (Bibby, 1953) " However change in relative or absolute nunbers

of organisms do exist between individuals with healthy and diseased perio-

dontal structures (Roseburgo et al, 1950; Gibbons, 1964). This would

indicate that a mere increase in the population of oral microflora is

enough to upset the deticate equilibrium between parasite and hcst. There

are many known factors? some of which will be discussed presentlyo which

readity ccntribute to such quantitative changes.

It has been demonstrated that certain of the indigenous oral microbes

are capable of elaborating proteotytic enzymes capable of disrupting

gingival tissue and dÍsintegrating collagen (Waerhaugo L966; Cobb ê Browno

1967)o Lucas and lhonard (1955) cultured bacteria fron healthy and

diseased gingiva and demonstrated that bacteria from diseased pockets

weïe capable of disintegrating collagen" McDonald and ISibbons (1962)

tested some of the individual species of oral microorganisms and found

fhat out of those tested onty ts. Melaninogenicum was capable of liquifying

getatin or hydrolysing collagen. Schultz-Haudt and Scherp (1955) found

that individual strains of bacteria do not lyse collageno but that a

broth made from a sample of oral microbes collected from diseased tissue

did, They suggested that the lytic process may require a synergestic

action of enzymes from several kinds of microorganisms"
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lÀthether or by what method these bacterial products actually enter

the periodont,al tissues has not been specifically determined. If bacteria

or their products are able to penetrate the tissue barrier and gain access

to the underlying tissues it is conceivable that these lytic properties

of oral bacteria could give rise to periodontal disease.

Triftshauser, et aI (19ó6) and Bennick å Hunt (I9ó7)o theorized

that it was equally possible that inftamed tissue itself may possess

collagenolytic activity. Inflamed live human gingival tissues were

tested for collagenolytic activity against reconstituted guinea pig skin

collagen" Bennick & Hunt incubated the two tissues in a multi-antibiotic

culture broth to insure sterility. Tire findings were that inflamed human

gingival tissue containeC factors that were able to lyse the reconstituted

guinea pig collagen"

The question that arises is whether these authors were actually

measuring natural tissue collagenaseo or whether bacterial collagenase

was present in the inflamed gingival tissue. Separation of the tüIo types

of collagenolytic factors would presumably be a difficult task.

Another potentialty harmful bacterial factor may be the variety of

bacterial antÍgens continuously in contact with gingival tissues (Rizzo

and Mergenhageno 1965). Strong circumstantial evidence and increasing

experimental evidence supports the theory that local hypersensitivity

mechanisms may be operating to upset the host-parasite equitibrium in

favor of the parasite" This wilt be dealt with in greater detail later.

Local Irritants: Calculus is

ment of periodontal disease because i

allows accumulation of bacterial and

a contributing factor in the develop-

t acts as a mechanical irritant and

chemical irritants in high concentrations
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(Ramfjordo L952¡ Leung, L962) 
"

Rovino et al (196ó) used germ free rats to demonstrate that neither

caLculus nor microorganisms alone could initiate inflammatory periodontal

diseaseo but that together they were effective in producing inflammation.

Though dental calculus can form in germ free ratso the presence of micro-

organisms greatly facilitates the formation of calculus. These authors

concluded that the presence of both local irritation and microorganisms

was necessary to produce periodontal inflammation. It is not illogical

to reason then that any factor that. acts as an irritant to the gingival

tissues enhances calculus formationo which in turn leads to high local

concentrations of microorganisms. These increased populations of micro-

flora are related to periodontal disease"

Systemic Factors: McDonald and Gibbons (L96Ð stated that while

the periodontal membrane can reflect the impact of any or all systemic

diseaseso it is not possible to attribute periodontal disease to any

known systemic factor. Kars han (L95Ð carried out a wide variety of tests

and found no specific systemic factor that sígnificantly contributed to

periodontal disease" It is however conceded that systemic factors can

so weaken the normal host defence mechanisms that a normally harmless oral

situation can begin to manifest its previous potential pathogenicit.y

(Kerro 1962¡ Shawo 19621 Brandzaeg, 1966; ülaerhaugo L9ó6) " Genetic and

familial factors may also contribute to an unusual state of susceptibilit.y

to factors which are normally harmless (Baer E Lebermano 19ó0; Baer &

Newton, l9ó0; Gorlino et al, L967) 
"
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FACTORS OPERATING IN DEFENCE OF THE HOST

Local Factors: The gingival epithelium is relatively thick and

keratinized and thus presents an effective mechanical barrier to the

entrance of bacteria and their products. The crevicuLar epithelium is
thin and non keratinizedo forming a rather weak barrier to invasion and

injury (Ege1berg, 19ó3) " This area of vulnerability is probably prorected

by secondary lines of defence; namelyo the increased cell renewal rate in
this tissue (Beagrie and skougaardo L962; Trott E Gorensteino l9ó3;

Schultz-Haudto 196Ð and the cleansing effect of the crevicular tissue

fluid (Brilt and Bjorno 1959; Brill, 1959). This tissue fluid conrains

fibrinolytic enzymes and such non-specific antibacterÍaI agents as properdin

and lysozyme which enhance its defence capacity (Brandzaeg & Manno 1964;

I4laerhaugo 19ó6). Brilr (19ó2) has shown by an immuno-electrophoretic

method that globurin fractíonsu including ß and f, globulins, are also

present in gingival crevice fluid.

The epithelial attachmento as described by lllaerhaug (19ó6), is
dependent on normal serum proteins for its adhesiveness to tooth srructure.
This adhesive property is in constant danger of being dest,royed by certain
proteolytÍc enzym'es being elaborated in close proximity to the attachment

area (Schultz-Haudto et alo L9ó3). The direction of flow of the crevicular
tissue fluid thereforeo as well as its chemical and biologic properties,

constitute a host defence mechanism" It serves both to replenish the

serum proteins necessary for maintenance of the normal physiology of the

attachment and to wash harmful proteolytic enzymes orally. Antibodies

against oral bacteria is a constituent of the crevicular ftuid and further
enhances i¿sdefence effectiveness (Brill and Brénnestamg l9ó0),
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Polymorphonuclear leukocytes are found associated with diseased

periodontal tissues. They contribute to host defence by their phagocytic

funct,ion (Schultz-Haudt and Lundqvist, L96Ð.

The lysozyme in saliva catalyzes the breakdown of certain polysaccha-

ride constituents of bacterial cell walls (Brandtzaeg 6 Mann, 1964;

Taichmano et al, 196ó). Specific antibody to oral bacteria have also

been found in measurable amounts in the saliva (Wheatcrofto I9S7;

Ellison* 196Ð 
"

General Factors; The typically slow progress of periodontal disease

indicates that a continuous limiting influence is operating on the disease

producing factors" This limiting factor is probably attributable to

the two central resistance mechanisms; inflammatÍon and immunity (Schultz-

Haudt and Lundqvisto 1962) 
"

Histological observations have shown that the inflammatory reaction

in periodontal disease consists mainly of lymphocytes and plasma cells

(Burnett and Scherpo 196Ð. These cells have been incontrovertably associ-

ated with the productíon of antíbodies (Nossalo et al, r9&) " Their

invariable presence in periodontal disease lends credence to the postulate

that the immune mechanisrn may play a major role in host defences against

threat of tissue invasion by oral bacteria or their products.

Orban (f940) observed that eosinophils were also included in the

inflammatory celI population in gingival disease. These have since been

directly rerated to immune reactions. Litt Q96Ð observed r.hat they

were especially attracted to immune complexes and performed a phagocytic

function on these complexes,
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Brandtzaeg and Kraus (19ó5) have by the direct immunofluorescent

technique identified the three immunoglobulins in the gingival tissues,

and Schneidero et aI (196ó) determined that at least some of these globulins

were specific antibodies to the microflora of the gingival crevice.

Mergenhagen and DeAraujo (19ó5) tested human sera for specific antibody

to Leptotrichia Bucoaliso a gram negative bacterium indigenous to the

human oral cavity. Their tests proved to be positive. Studies by

Mergenhageno Zipkin ê Varah (196Ð indicate that oral Veillonetla aLso

have demonstrable antigenic propertieso although less specifíc" These

findings prove that in humans immunologicat responses to indigenous oral

microorganisms can develop.

The host-parasite relationshÍp must thus be seen as a continuous

struggle between t,he parasite which seeks to invade the host tissue and

the host whích seeks to prevent this invasion" The almost universal

presence of inflammation in gingival tissues is mute evidence to such

a struggle.

Taichmanû et a] (196ó) raised the question whether this inflammatory

responseo while being beneficial to the well being of the host as a wholeo

may not have deleterious effects on the periodontal structures. Chapman

and Goodefl (i9ó4) suggest that when functions which are usually phasic

become continuous" the tissues involved may be pressed beyond theÍr limits

and mechanisms that normalJ-y serve to protect and restore the body now

lead to disease, Periodont.al disease then may beoat least in partu the

result of noxious agents originating from both the parasite and the host.

INFLAMMATION AND TTSSUE INJURY

trllhether inflammation has

dont.al disease is difficult to

a cause

assess "

or

Ir,

effect reLationship to perio-

is concetvable that it is an
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early link in a chain reaction in which multipte agents are reLeased or

activated at different stages. The final pathologic condition would be

determined by the substances produced in the course of the reactiono and

to what stage the reaction had progressed (Antopol and Chrysanthan, 196Ð.

This chain reaction could be triggered by a great variety of factors

which could then be considered etioJ-ogic for the resurting disease.

INFLAMMATION

The reaction of living Dissue to injury in vertebrate animals

is inflammation. Regardless of the type of injuryo this response follows

a regular pattern composed of two distinct phases (Schultz-Haudt and

Solna, 19ó6).

Tite first prase is vascular in nature and involves dilatation of

smalL blood vesselso especialJ-y those of the venular typeo and increased

permeability of the vessel wa1ls" This gives rise to the inftammatory

exudate. The second phase begins with the emigration of leukocytes

from the blood stream into the injured tissue area. The course of the

infLammatory reaction and the degree of tissue destruction resulting

before healing takes place will depend upon the intensityo type and

duration of injury. Many systemic factors may aJ-so influence the reaction.

rnflammation is not a direct resuLt of injuryo rather it is

initiated and mediated by certain biologically active substances released

into the tissues as a consequence of injury. rntimately rerated to

these mediators are the mast cellso platelets, neutrophilic polymorpho-

nucl-ear leukocytes and certain plasma constituents (schultz-Haudt and

solna, 1966) " The invariable consequence of the presence of these

mediators in abnormal amounts is vascular damage resulting in tissue

injury due to inadequate nutrition and altered metabolism (Stetson and

Goodu 195f).
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Jancso (19ó1) found evidence to suggest that the mediators do

not exert their effect by a simple direct action on the vascular wall"

Experimentar studies reveal-ed that some kind of crotting process is

involved in the mechanism of inflammation. Fibrinogen in the injured

vesseLs appeared to be converted to fibrino which in turn precipitated

on the surface of the injured vessel wall. When certain anticoagulents

were administered, or if the animal was defibrinated prior to apptication

of phlogistic agentso thrombosis of vessels and concomitant edematous

swelling and necrosis of tissue did not occur. The hyperaemic response

was not affected. This would support the theory that tissue injury

associated with inflammation is a direct result of interference with

the normal perfusion of these tissues.

HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTIONS {'

The immune reactiono as one of the systemic host resistance

mechanismso ís directed at riddíng the system of a potentialty harmful

foreign substance. It involves combination of antibody with the foreign

substance (antigen) in an attempt to neutralize this substance and

facilitate its removal by phagocytosis.

However in certain instances this beneficial effect is minor when

compared with the harmful side effects which this union of antigen and

antibody produces in host tissues" When the irunune reaction is such

that the harmful side effects predominate it is termed a hypersensitivity

reaction 
"

Hypersensitivity reactions have been generalJ.y classified into

Immediate-Type Hypersensitivity Reactions (I"T.H") and Delayed-Type

Hypersensitivity Reactions (D.T.H.)" The two types are characterized by

':'This discussion is based on information of a general nature as reported
by the following authors: Stetsono 1951¡ Spouge & Cutlero 19ó3;
Carpent,er, 19ó5"
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a number of distinguishing factors only several of which bear on this

discussion"

I.T.H. occurs as a result, of Ín-vivo union of antigen with humoral

antibody, the site of union usually being in the lumina or walls of the

smaller blood vessels. All of t.he usuaf protein and carbohydrate antigens

are effective in inducing or inciting the reaction. Depending on the

dosage and injection scheme followedo I.T.H. can be subdivided into 1ocal

or systemic anaphylaxis which occur only in the presence of high serum

antibody titre.

The Arthus reaction is a local hemorrhagic inflammatory reaction

resulting from antigen-antibody union occurring in tissues and in the

walls and lumina of small blood vessels, Thrombosis may be so extensive

that tissue necrosis will become manifest clinically as an Arthus lesion,

Other local anaphylactic reactions are manifested by such symptoms

as asthmao hay fevero eczemai etc. Because atopic reactions are

associated with reagins and believed to occur only in mano there is some

hesitation about including them under the I.T.ll. reactions.

I"T"H, reactions develop rapidly and reach their height within

approximately five hours. f$icroscopically the reaction is similar to an

acute inflammatory reaction with netrophilic polymorphonuclear leukocytes

predominating" The reaction is mediated by chemical mediatorso histamine

probably playing the most essential roLe. If the lesion is sub-macroscopic

the acute inflammatory stage will pass through the subacute phase to

eventual healing without becoming clinically manifest.

Delayed-t.ype hypersensitivity is an immunologically specific

inflammatory reaction occurring in the absence of demonstrable antibody.

rt is often referred to as "allergy of infection", the most thoroughly
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studied example involving the tuberculosis organism or some of its products.

D"T.H. can al-so be induced by many other kinds of bacteria, viruseso or

fungi provided that proper methods are followed for its induction.

The clinically detectable D"T"H, reaction takes fron 24 to 48 hours

t,o developo manifesting as an area of induration which may go on to surface

necrosis and ulceration.

Microscopicaì-ly the early lesion shows perivascular infiltration

of mononuclear cells, and dilatation of blood vessels with increased

permeability. Polymorphonuclear cells are conspicuously absent" Chemical

mediators do not appear to play a role in D"T,H.

Although humoral antibody is not associated with D.T.H.- reaction,

the antigen used to incite the reaction may in a later stage induce anti-

body production which will manifest as humoral antibody" Following this

occurrence the antigenic material which previously incited D,T"H. would,

upon reinjectionn produce an I"T"H. reaction,

The Schwartzman phenomenon is a pseudo-immunological reaction that

does not belong in either the I"T"H. or the D.T-H. classification" It is

best demonstrated in rabbit.s by injecting bacterial cultures or endotoxic

filtrat.es intracutaneously under specified conditions. A secondary intra-

venous dose of similar but not, necessarily identical material 24 hours

Iater provokes viol-ent hemorrhagic necrosis at the cutaneous site"

Histologically this reaction is very sirnilar to the Arthus reaction

(Stetsono 1951) "
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IMMUNE REACTIONS AND PERIODONTAL DISEASE

That in-vivo antigen-antibody reactions can and do incite disease

has been well documented (Stetson, 1951; Cochrane å Weigle' 1958;

Uriuhara and Movat, 1964; Taichmano et aI, 1966). Inflammation. with

its concomitant blood vascular changeso has been generally accepted as

an integral part in the pathogenesis of such disease processes.

If the implications of these generalizations are applied t.o the

environment of the periodontal structures it is logical to hypothesíze

that the host-parasite interaction may be at least in part an immunological

inflammatory ïeaction, and is t,hus another link in the chain reaction of

events earlier mentioned. Results of laboratory investigation have

supported this supposition.

HOST RESPONSE (IMMUNOLOGICAL) TO INDIGENOUS ORAL FLORA

Although bacteria or their exotoxins have not been demonstrated

within the gingival tissue, their removal from contact with inflamed gingiva

results in a favorable tissue response" This would suggest that bacterial

breakdown products may have constituents that are harmful to oral mucosa

when in contact with it. Bibby, (1953) prepared a filtrate from bacterial

debris removed from inflamed gingival areas and then injected a sample

of this fittrate into the arm of the donor patient" In one of the three

tests carried out the patient reacted with a violent inflammatory response

at the site of injectiono characteristic of the D'T"H" reaction"

Schneidero et aI (196ó) Iabelled immune globulins in inflamed gingival

tissue and t,hen subjected these tissues to bacterial antigens from the

oral cavity of the same patient. They found that these antigens were

attracted to the antibodies in the gingival tissue. AIsoo this attraction

appeared to be sPecific"
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Titonard and Dalbow (f9ó5), recognizing that gingival tissue cont,ains

specific antibodiesn investigated their source. Employing Jerne's plaque

technique they were able to demonstrat,e that the specific antibody which

accumuLates in gÍngival tissue when suitably stimulated antigenically is

at least in part formed within this tissue"

HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTIONS IN ORAL TTSSUES

Experimental work on laboratory animals has been undertaken to

determine how hypersensitivity react,ions might be operative in the

local site of the periodontium,

Mergenhagen and Rizzo (19ó1) investigated the possibility of

inducing r"T.H. and D"T.H. reactions in oral mucosa. Rabbits were

sensitized to either horse serum or tubercle bacillin by extra-oral

inject'ion. The chatlenge dosen administered in the oral mucosa0 produced

a characteristic I.T.H. reaction in the case of the horse serum, and a

characteristic D.T"H. reaction in the tubercle baciltin sensitized animals"

Spouge and Cutler (19ó3) compared the relative ease with which

these hypersensitivity reactions could be elicited ín the skin and oral

mucous membrane of the rabbit" Using horse serum as antigen they found

that both sites were equally effective as sensitizing sites but that

large chalJ-enge doses were needed to produce a macroscopic react.ion in

the mucosa" Lesions of the D.T.H. reactíono using Nlycobacterium Tuberculosis

in Freund's adjuvante were produced with equal facirity in both skin

and mucous membranes.

These findings were borne out by Rizzo and Mergenhagen (r96s),

who extended their observation of similar lesions in oral mucosa of

rabbits over a longer time period. Comparing their histological findings
of a 5-day old immunologicalty induced inflammatory lesion with human
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gingival tissue, they made the comment that the immunologically induced

lesion seemed quite similar to the plasma cell reactions observed in
spontaneous cases of human gingivitis" These findings point to the

possibility that the well-recognized plasma cell component of human

gingivitis may be induced by indigenous oral bacterial antigens acting

in the gingival tissues.

Terner (1965) investigated the comparative susceptibility of some

oral tissues to the r"T"H" reaction. using rabbits, guÍnea pigs and rats

he found that t.he tongue, the attached gingiva and the oral- mucosa

developed reactive lesions in descending order of severity. As a

result, of his experimental work he justifies the assumption that local

allergic manifestations may be of importance in the pathology of the

human mouth"

Attempts have been made to initiate immunologically induced

periodontal lesions" Julian (1957) sensitized ïats to an antigen and

then gave a challenging injection of homologous antigen in the subtingual

mucosa and the vestibular mucosa" After two months he was able to observe

pronounced decomposition of alveolar bone. Rizzo and Mitchell (19ó6)

repeatedly placed antigen-impregnated packs in the gingival pockets of

rabbitso and were thus able to induce a chronic mononuclear inflammation

and a measurable specific serum antibody titre.

Experimental periodontitis was induced in germfree and conventional

rats by Platt, crosby & Dalbow Qg6T) " Daily intraglngivat injecrion of

bovine serum albumin over an extended period resulted in periodontitis.

simplex which closely resembled histologically human periodontitis" When

a synthetic glycoprotein containing BSA was similarly injected, or when

physiologic saline was injected no such response was elicited.
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Beutnero et ar (1966) injected a challenge dose of ant,igen in

incomplete adjuvant into the labiar gingival sulci of guinea pigs" The

result was increased mobility of the teeth in the area of injection*

mononucl-ear inflammation of the gingiva and histological evidence of

osteoclastic activity, Unsensitized control animals showed a much milder

or a negative response,

AUTOIMMUNITY AND PERIODONTAL DISEASE

It has been theorized that bacterial enzymes and toxins elaborated

in the gingival area may cause local modification of self components

and that these modified components would induce antibody formation. These

antibodies would react not only with the modified fissue components but

with unrnodified self const,ituents as well (Brandtzaeg and Kraus, t9ó5).

Wakesman (19ó0) found that known antoallergic lesions occur only where

a rich venule concentration is present. The gingival epithelium would

thus be anatomically susceptible to the occurrence of such resions.

Novotnyo et al ( 1950) investigated the presence of autoantibodies

in the serum and periodontal tissues of periodontally diseased individuals.

They found what t.hey termed conclusive evidence for the presence of such

antibodies. These antibodies reacted not only with extracts of autologous

diseased tissueo but also with extracts from gingiva of healthy individuals.

These findings however were not supported by the work of Brandzaeg

and Kraus ( 19ó5) " They tested the sera of 76 patients with periodontal

disease for the presence of antibodies t.o their gingival tissue and

found no definite evidence for their presence. Although immune globulins

were found present in these tissueso Brandzaeg and Kraus suggested that

products of gingival bacteria, rat.her than autoantigens, ffiaI be the

inducers of these antibodies.



SUMMARY
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The unique anatomical nature of structures comprising the perio-

dontium and the variety of factors in the immediate vacinity threatening

the integrity of these structures dL"mands that periodontal disease be

defined in terms of the total environment in which this disease

process operafes"

The defence mechanism protecting the vulnerable gingival crevice

would appear adequate under "normal" conditions" However if environ-

mental conditions become such that the bacterial population is allowed

to increase and the assauì.t by injurious agents becomes pronounced and

continuous, a "hole" in the defence mechanism may developo tipping the

balance in favour of the parasite" It seems also that when the demands

on certain homeostatic mechanisms exceed a certain limit these mechanismso

as a quirk of natureo inadvertently bring about destruction of the very

tissues they seek to protect.

Two such mechanisms which would appear to be operating in defence

of the periodontium are the inflammatory reaction and the immune mechanism.

Because of the concentration of vessels of the venular type proximal to

the gingival surfaces this tissue is highly susceptible to injury.

This accounts for the prevelence of inflammation in this areae even in

ctinically "healthy" mouths"

Experimental evidence favors the occurrence of immune activity in

these same tissues"

Incontrovertible proof that immune reactions are in fact part of

active homeostatic mechanism in the periodontal structures is not at

same time evidence that this reaction is pathogeníc. These reactions

normally successful in restoring and maintaining homeostasis.

the

the

are
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However several possibilities can be considered whereby a normal defence

reaction can become destructive:

t. The fact that immune reactions sometimes lead to host injury (aJ-tergic

reactions) is evidence that the immune mechanism, as a host defence reactionn

is a general rather than a specific reaction. The system can therefore

not distinguish pathogenic from non-pathogenic antigens. It responds

indiscriminately and to the best of its fairly limited abilities to both

(Silverstein & Prendergasto 19ó3). Therefore in some individuals some

indigenous oraL bacterial antigens may give rise to an allergic reaction

rather than an immune reaction, The determininq factor in such a case would

be the antigen"

2" The presence of non-specific inflammation in the gingival tissues is

characterized by a vericose venular plexus in juxta position to the

crevicular epithelium and the attachment area" Increased anastomoses between

the gingival and periodontal vasculatures would establish a pathway for

the spread of ínflammation in an apical direction. Immune reactions

superimposed on such an environment may be enhancedo resulting in a des-

tructive allergic reaction rather than in healing. In this sytem the

environmento rather than the antigen, determines the reaction.



PART II

TTIE PRII\{ARY III{MUNE RESPONSE OF MICE TO HORSE FERRITIN

AND BOVINE SERUM ALBUMIN ANTIGENS

OBJECTS OF THE INVESTIGATION
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ft was necessary to establish a suitable model for the studv of

immune reactions in oral tissues. The mouse was chosen as the

experimental animal because of its ready avaitability in large numbers

and its conparativê high resístance to immediate-type hypersensitivity

reactions (Freund and Stone, 195ó), Both sexes respond similarly to

stimulation with antigenic mat,erials (Havas & Andre" 1955) allowing use

of male and female animals indiscriminantly"

It was the intention of the investigation to observe and compare

the primary immune response of mice to bovine serum atbumin antigen and

horse ferritin antigen" The parameters of the response to be investigated

were the humoral antibody responsee changes in regional lymph node and

spleen norphology, and the response of the sensitized animal to a challenge

injection of homologous antigen during the period of peak antibody titre.

A further purpose was to evaluate the Perl's Prussian blue

method as a means of t,racing the presence of antigenic ferritin in

injected tissues.



INTRODUCTION
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single injections of protein antigens are known to induce a

fairry low-level serum antibody response in mice (Berlin , 1966i

Olson t Wostman, 19óó) o Use of adjuvants will enhance the antigenicity
of these antigens (Havas t Andre, l9s5) but because of the phlogistic
properties of adjuvant,s their use in this study was contraindicated.

Bovine serum albumino with a molecular weighr of approximately

160s000 has been used as an effective antigen in a great variety of

animals incJ-uding mice. Horse ferritin is a less popular antigen but

has been demonstrated antigenic in rabbits by lÀlellensiek E Coons ( f964),

in rats by Adao et al (196Ð o and in a variety of animals by De petriso

et al ( 19ó3) .

The ferritin molecule with a molecular weight of approximately

4800000, is composed of a centrar core of ferric-hydroxide-phosphate

micelles enclosed by a protein shell (apo ferritin) which is the antigenic

constituent (hlellensiek and Coons, 7964). Because of the ferric component

in ferritin it gives a positive Prussian blue reaction which makes it
possible to trace its presence in tissues (Gomori, 1936; pearse, 1960¡

Culling, l9ó3) " This property is of real advantage in studying immunologic

inflammatory reactions induced by antigenic ferritino as the prussian blue

reaction can be employed to indicate localizalLon of ferritin in the

inflamnatory site"

If sensitization produces sufficiently high seïum antibody titres
in experimental anirnalso reinjection of homologous antigen may lead to

systemic anaphylaxis and deatho or it may give rise to severe local

allergic lesions of the Arthus variety. Either of these reactions would

make our model unsuitable as local factors influencing the intensity of the
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reaction could not be readily evaluated. This made it necessaïy that

antigen doses administeredu both as primary dose and chalLenge doseo

and that the timing of the challenge dose in relation to serum antibodv

titres be regulated to conform to this requirement.



MATERIALS E METTIODS
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Bovine serum albumin (BSA) fraction v powdero fatty acid pooro

was obtained from NuLritional Biochemicals Corporation in Cleveland, Ohio.

Twice crystallized horse ferritin (H Fe) (Not Cadmium Free) was purchased

from the same corporation.

Sterile citrated sheep red blood cellso used in the hemaggtutination

testse were obtained from the National Biological Laboratory, Winnipeg,

The albino mice used throughout this investigation were purchased

from Canadian Breeding Laboratorieso Montrear. They were ó - 10 weeks

ord and weighed from 20 - 30 grams each. Females and males were used"

The animaLs were maintained in groups of six or less in wire

cages under controlled environmental conditions. They had access to

standard diet and water ad libitum.

SENSITIZATION 0F ANII'{,ALS

Investigation of the response of local lymph nodes t.o antigenic

stimulation required that an appropriate oral injection site be chosen"

The cervical lymph nodes are readily accessible in the mouse and by

injection of india ink in the mandibular labial sulcus area it was

established that the lymphatic drainage of this area is through these

lymph nodes. The mandibular labial sulcus was therefore chosen as the

injection site"

The primary immunologic response of mice to 0.05 ml" 20% BSA

(10 mgm.) was determined at I to Bo 10u 12, 13, L4, ló, IB, 22 and 28 days

following injection. similarly, the primary response of mice to 0,05 ml"

IO%H Fe (5 mg") was determined at lo 4o 12 hours and 2o 4,6, Bo I0, 12,

14, 16, 18, 21, 24 and 28 days following injection, The parameters of
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the primary response evaluation included seroJ-ogical assay for anti-BSA

or anti-H Fe titre, histological examination of t.he cervical lymph nodes

and spleeno and preplasma cell counts from smears made of cervical lymph

node contents"

Three animals in each of the BSA and H Fe groups were prepared by

injection of the appropriate antigen under ether anaesthesia. A control

animal was added to each group; the control animal received an injection

of 0"05 mI. sterite physiologicat saline in the mandibular labial sulcus

a¿ the same time the antigen injections were administered. I\{ore antigen

injected animals were later added to several groups in the critical

areas in order to double-check initial results"

SERUM PREPARATION AND ANTIBODY ASSAY

Three hours prior to sacrifice the animals were starved in order

to ensure a low serum lipid level. The animals were sacrificed by exsan-

guination under ether anaesthesia. Using a 2 mI, capacity B-D Yale glass

syringe and a 25 gauge 5/8" sterile disposable needle between .75 ml" and

1"25 ml. of whole blood was obtained by cardiac puncture from each animal,

These blood samples were plaðed immediately into individual 10 x 75 mm"

glass test tubes" stopperedo labelled and stored in the refrigerator

at 4-5o c.

The blood was left undisturbed in the refrigerator for 24 hours,

By this time clot retraction was complete and the serum could be drawn

from the clots with a disposable capillary pasteur pipette, These sera

were centrifuged at 1750 rpm in a Fisher Model 97OV2 centrifugeo drawn

off as clear sera and stored in separate labelled test tubes at 4-5oC.

Serum antibody titrations were done within 48 hours of animal sacrifice
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in order to minímize possibitity of bacterial contamination.

The methods available for serum antibody assay are manyg and vary

in sensitivity and methodological involvement. The present investigation

found that the test tube precipitin reactione the 0uchterlomy and

Oak1ey-Preer Agar diffusion techniques (Kabar and Mayer , 196Ðo and

the micro-double-diffusion technique (Johnson, et aI, L964) g r^rere not

sensitive enough to measure the antibody response elicited in the animals

in this investigation. It was found that the hemagglutination reaction

as described by Stavitsky (1954) was reliably sensitive and relatively

easy to perform" After slight modification (see Appendix "4")o it was

used to assay the sera of all the animals used in this study for BSA

or H Fe antibody titres"

The clear serum was removed from the refrigerator and diluted

in pH 6.4 phosphate buffered normal saline (Stavitskyo 1954) " The

dilution factor was determined by the amount of serum sample needed for

the particuLar test. It was usually between 2 and 6.

Triple washed packed sheep red blood cells, equal in volume to the

undiluted serumg were added to the diluted serum to remove heterophile

agglutinins" The cells and serum were well mixedu then incubated in a 35oC

water bat,h for 30 minutes" After centrifugation the adsorbed serum was

drawn from the red blood ceIls. It was next incubated in a water bath

at 5óoC for 30 rninutes to inactivate the Complement factor. Thereafter

2-fold serial dilutions of serum in a volume of 0"25 ml. of 1:100 normal

inactivated adsorbed horse serum in pH ó"4 phosphate buffered saline were

prepared beginning wÍth a 7:2 Lo l:ó dilut,ion. To these dilutions were

added "025 mI. of a 2% solutíon of appropriately sensitized sheep red

blood cells in pH ó,4 phosphate buffered saline. The mixtures were shaken
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vigorously and then allowed to incubate undisturbed at room te.nperature

for twelve hours" Positive or negative results were determined by the

settling patterns of the red blood cells in the serum dilutions

(Stavitskyo 1954). The end-point was read as the last tube to show

definite agglutination of red blood cells" The results were recorded

as log, value of the reciprocal dilution at the end-point.

The sensitivity of the hemagglutination test requires that

reliable controls be set up for each test. sensitized red blood cells

in normal serum dilutions served as one control. Another method of

control was to add "025 mI" of tanned but unsensitized red b100d cells

to several tubes in the series of serum dilutions being tested' For

this purpose the serum dilutions in tubes I and 2 were made identical"

Control red cells were added to tubes Io 5 and 10 in the dilution series'

As aII of the sera were not tested with the same batch of sensitized

cellso it was negessary to carïy over at least one serum sample from one

test to the next to ensure that one batch of sensitized sheep red blood

cells had agglutinating properties similaÏ to the other. l'vhen widely

varying results were obtained on one serum sarnpleo fresh cells were

prepared and the test rePeated.

TISSUE II'{ETHODOLOGY

The cervical lymph nodes were exposed by making a midline incision

through the skin extending from the lower border of the stelnum through

the lower lip" The skin was freed from the underlying fascia and pinned

back to expose the superficiat cervical structures'
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The lymph nodes were seen lying on either side in close relation-

ship to the lateral border of the sterno-hyoid muscle and just covered

by the mesial border of the parotid gland" Two and sometimes three lymph

nodes could be removed from either side by dissecting them free from

the overlying fascia with a small blunt instrument and lifting them out

carefully with small finger-forceps" The lymph nodes thus obtained were

divided into two equal groupsi one group was placed into l0% neutral

formalin for fixation¡ the other gloup was placed in several drops of

fresh, cold normal saline in a watch glass for smearing (vide infra) "

The abdominal cavity was entered for removal of a sample of the

spleen. The distal 1/3 of the spleen was snipped off wi.th a sharp

scissors and added to the 10% neutral formalin solution containing the

lymph nodes.

Following fixation these tissues were processed overnight in an

Autotechnicon Mode1 24" The tissues were then embedded in paraffin in

preparat,ion for cutting" Sections 5--7 microns in thickness were cut

on a Spencer "82011 microtome. Histological stains used were Hematoxylin

and Eosin (HSE) for general histological examination and Prussian blue

stain to determine presence of ferritin in these tissues"

The Perl's Prussian blue reaction (Cullingo 1963) does not stain

ferritin specifically, Staining depends on the production of ferric

ferrocyanide when ferric ions (Fe l-H') in the tissues react with

ferrocyanide in acid solution (Pearseo 1960) "

Treatment with dilute acid liberates tissue ferric ion from unre-

active loose combinations with protein" Thus Prussian blue positive

reactions will occur in the presence of ferritin or hemosiderin" The

iron in hemoglobin is more firmly bound and cannot be released by acid
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treatment (Pearse, 19ó0)

The staining resulting from a positive Prussian blue reaction in

tissues could therefore be indicative of the presence of natural ferritin
or red blood ceII breakdown products (hemosiderin)" The lymph nodes and

spleens of BSA stimulated animals were subjected to the Prussian blue

stain in order to serve as controls on H Fe stimulated animal tissues.

The lymph nodes that had been placed into the fresh saline were

immediately teased open with two sharp pointed instruments allowing the

'contents of the nodes to spill into the saline. The resulting suspension

was taken up in a pasteur pipette and a drop placed on a glass slide that

had been previousì-y smeared with fresh normal mouse serum to aid cell

adhesion to the slide, smearing was accomplished by placing another

serum coated slide against the suspension of rymph node cellsn then

quickly pulling the slides in opposite directions along rheir long axes.

These slides were air driedo fixedo and stained with Giemsa stain (See

Appendix "8"),

Our histomorphological definition of preplasma cells accorded with

0lson & I.{iostman's (1966) description of blast cellso plasmablasts and

immature plasma cells" These cells have diameters greater than l0 micronso

large eccentric nuclei with fine chromatin patternso and cytoplasm which

may be scanty and show pare brue staining, or burky with deep blue

staining, (Fig" l) " These cells are considered the forerunners of the

antibody producing plasma cells (Fitch and Wissler, 1965). The presence

of preplasma cells in lymph nodes could therefore serve as an indicator

of antibody synthesizing activity"
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FIGURE T

This figure represents three distinct cell types

found in the lymph node smears" (a) i\ small lymphocyte

(b) Immature plasma cell (c) Plasma blast" The cell types

represented by b and c were considered preplasma cel1s"

Giemsa stain. Original magnification 400X.
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Representative areas of the cell smears were counted under 400

magnifications to determine the number of preplasma cells present peï

10000 total cell count. The 1,000 cell count was repeated in four areas

on each slide and the mean preplasma ceII count per 1,000 cells per slide

was determined and recorded.

REACTION TO CHALLENGE WITH HOMOLOGOUS ANTIGEN

In order to further evaluate the primary response of mice to the

sensitizing dose of BSA and H Feo a challenge dose of homologous antigen

was administered by the same route at 7, 8, 100 l2o 13, 14 and 18 days

following primary injection. Three mice in each of the seven groups were

prepared with a primary injection of 0"05 mI 20% BSA in the mandibular

labial sulcus, another three mice in each group were sensitized by a

similar injection of 0"05 nL IO% H Fe. After appropriate time intervals

the sensiLized animals were challenged by injection of 0"05 nI I% BSA or

0"05 ml 1% H Fe" Non-sensitized animals receiving a challenge dose

served as controls"

Tì¡¡o hours following injection of the challenge dose the animals

were killed by exsanguination" The whole blood was handled as previously

described and assayed for hemagglutination titre" The cervical lymph

nodes and a sample of spleen were removedo fixed in 10% neutral formalin,

processed and embedded in paraffin, sectioned and stained with HåE and

Prussian blue" Lymph node smears and celI counts were not done on these

gïoups "

STATISTICAL METHODS

The results of the hemagglutination tests were recorded as Log,

of the reciprocal tit,re of the serum dilution at end-point" The preplasma
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cell counts per 1r000 total cells on lymph node smears were recorded

as the mean of the four separate counts per slide.

The mean of the group values and the standard error of the mean

was determined using accepted statistical methods.



RESULTS
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PRIMARY RESPONSE OF BSA STIMULATED MICE

SEROLOGY

The serum antibody response of the mice to BSA, as assayed by the

hemagglutination techniqueo is recorded in Table I" It can be observed

that the initial serum antibody response was not detectable until the

tenth day following primary injection of BSA and then onJ.y three out of

len animals had measurable antibody titres. 0n the twelfth day three

out of four animals responded with measurable serum antibody titresu and

from 13 to IB days sera from all thirteen BSA injected animals gave a

positive response- The 22nd and 28th day sera showed a trend towards rapidly

decreasing antibody titres" All controls hrere negative.

Fígure 2 is a graphic representation of the resufts in Table l"

rt is shown that the primary serum antibody titre rises sharpry after

10 days to reach peak at 14 days. Serum antibody levels drop off fairly

rapidly the first several days after reaching peak level, then decrease

more gradually until at 28 days after primary injection the serum

ant,i-BSA level has returned to near normaL.

LY]VIPH NODE CHANGES

The diameter of normal- cervical tymph nodes in the mice used in

t,his investigation ranged from 1.5 mm" to 3 mm" The cervical lymph

nodes of the saline injected control animals feIl within the range of

normality both in terms of gross morphology and histomorphology"

The lymph nodes draining the site of BSA injection became very

much enlarged in the days following injectiong some of them reaching a

diameter up to 6rffn. This enlargement was no¿ uniform in atl the cervical



TABLE I

This table shows the serum

as measured by the hemagglutination

from I to 28 days following primary

antÍ-BSA responsee

techniqueo in mice

injection of BSA.
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FI-GURE. 2

Primary BSA stimulation gives rise to a rapidly

developing serum anti-BSA fraction between t0 and 14 days

following stimulation.
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nodes of an animal' In some cgses one or several would be very much

enlarged, the others appearing almost normal.

Histological examination of the BSA stimulated lymph nodes was

done not to determine cellular detail, but to obseïve general morphological

changes. The cellular changes brought about in lymph nodes by antigenic

stimulation have been described in detail by Humphrey and White (I9ó4)'

HEE Stain; The normal cervical lymph node of the albino mouse is

a fairly structureless organ filled with a homogeneous mass of dark

staining cells (Fig. 3), Although the cortex and medulla can be roughly

distinguishedo actual nodules and cords are ill-defined"

The early lymph nodes (1 day post-iniection) were similar to the

normal control both rnacroscopicalty and microscopically. By the second

day however definite enlargement of the nodes was observed. The histo-

morphology was distinctive from the normal, with well-defÌned nodules with

germinal centres appearing in the cortex (Fig" 4) " This trend continued

until by the fifth day the germinal centres had expanded so much that in

some areas they appeared to coalesce to form a germinal band in the

cortex. The medullary cords at t,his stage had become more distincto

being less densely packed with cells, Plasma cells were now abundant

in the medullarY sinuses"

Eight days after primary BSA injection the nodules again formed a

more distinct pattern with large germinal centres surrounded by a narrow

dense band of lymphocytes (Fig" 4), secondary nodules appeared to encroach

on the medullary areai The medullary sinuses had become packed with plasma

ce1ls, This picture remained fairly constant over the next eight to ten

days.



F]GURE 3

This figure illustrates the histomorphology of

normal cervical lymph node. ft appears as a fairly

structureless mass with little evidence of follicles.

HEE stain. Original magnification l0X.
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FIGURE 4

fllustrated are lymph node changes following BSA

stimulation. Distinct germinal centres have developed
(compare with Figure 3) (a) 4 days foJ-10wing stimulation
(b) I0 days foll0wing stimulation" H&E stain" 

'riqinalmagnificarion I0X"



FIGURE 4
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At eighteen days there was definite evidence that the germinal

centres of the lymph nodules were diminishing in size, allowing a wider

band of dense lymphocytes" The medullary sinuses were less densely packedo

the predominant cells again being lymphocytes"

Tvuenty-eight, days after primary injection of BSA the cortex of the

lymph nodes had returned to the inconspicuous pattern of the normaL node"

The medullary area however showed excess stromal tissue gÍving it a

"squeezed out" appearance (Fig. 5)" Stight enlargement of the nodes

was still evident"

Prussian blue Stain: None of the sections cut from the BSA

stimulated lymph nodes showed evidence of positive Prussían blue reaction"

CHANGES OBSERVED IN THE SPLEEN

H6E Stain: The spleen sizes of normal and saline injected control

animals varied so much that gross changes due to BSA stimulation could

not be identified.

The sections of antigenically stimulated spleens were not examined

for cellular detail but rather to observe the pattern of histomorphological

. change during the periods of antibody induction" production and decline fol-

lowing a single prirnary injection of BSA" The detailed cellular response

of the spleen to antigenic stimulatÍon has been reported by Fitch and

I,tiiss ler ( t9ó5) "

The normal mouse spleen is comprised of i:oughly equal port.ions of

red pulp and white putp (Fig" 6)" The white pulp forms fairly well

definable splenic nodules which are evenly packed with Iymphocytes. In

the red pulp some plasma cells can be observed but erythrocytes and lymphocytes



F'IGURE 5

The medullary area of a BSA stimulated lymph

(a) J.4 days and (b) 28 days following srimularion"

stromal tissue in the 28 days lymph node gives it a

out" appearance. HEE stain. 0riginal magnification

node

Exce s s

" squeezed

155X.
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FIGURE 6

In the normal spleen the splenic nodules are seen

as fairly welI definable structures, HêE stain" 0riginal

magnifícation 10X.
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FIGURE 6
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form the bulk of the cellu1ar elements. The spleens from saline-injected

control animals showed no deviation from the normal"

Four days folJ.owing primary BSA injection of animals the spleen

appeared normal except that the centres of the splenic nodules had been

taken up by paler and larger ceJls (Fig" 7) " Some mitotic activity was

recognizable in f,his area"

By ten days the splenic nodules had expanded to such an extent

that the red pulp formed only a narrow trabecular network between the

enlarged nodules (F'ig. 8). The centres of these nodules had again become

more densely packedo but this time with plasma cell types and large

lymphocytes, After fourteen days the red pulp was almost unrecognizable

because of the dense infiltration of lymphocytes into the pulp. This

picture remained constant for several days"

A reversal of these changes was observable by 1B days when the

red pulp was again more promÍnent" The splenic nodules were less

densely packed, the centres consistlng Iargely of immature pale ce11s.

This trend towards a return to normal contínued to 28 days when the white/

red pulp ratio was afmost normal and the splenic nodules were weII-defined

and homogeneous.

Prussian blue Stain: The Prussian blue reaction showed some degree

of positive staÍning in most sections of spleen--control and BSA stimulated.

In some sections staining was faint and localizedo in other sections it

was generalized and more intense. The normal presence of mouse ferritin

in the spleen of the mouse would account for this observed positive

Prussian blue reaction (Pearsen 1960).



FIGURE 7

Four days following BSA stimulation the splenic

nodules are enlarged and more distinct. (Compare with

Fig" 6) " HEE stain" Original magnification IOX'
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FIGURE 7



FIGURE 8

Greatly enlarged splenic nodules are apparent in

the spleen 10 days following BSA stimulation" The red

pulp is reduced to a narrow trabecular network" H6E stain"

Original magnification IOX.
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LYMPH NODE PREPLASMA CELL COUNTS

The results of the preplasma cell counts made from BSA - stimulated

cervical lymph nodes are recorded in Table II and illustrated in Figure 9,

The mean count per I0000 LoLaI cells ilr t;he conf.rol lymph nodes was 4"9

cells" Two days following primary BSA stimulation the mean cell count

had dropped slightly but rose to 10.8 preplasma cells per 10000 cells by

day,seven. The count dropped down to normal by day teno then rose steeply

to peak aL 4I"1 preplasma cells/1r000 total cells at fourteen days.

Having reached this peak the count again dropped rapidly to near normal

by twenty-eight days"

REACTION T1O CHALLENGE I^IITH BSA

The groups of animals receiving the challenge dose at 7o Bo and

10 days following the sensiLizing dose showed lymph node and spleen

changes similar to corresponding unchallenged sensit.ized groups" The

hemagglutination test for serum antibody was negative.

In groups L2, I3o and l4rwhen challenged with an injection of BSA'

many animals showed signs of distress within l5 minutes. These animals

pawed their noseso showed bristling of fur on the backo and went into

laboured respiration" Within 2 hours approximately 2O"/" of the animals

di ed.

Examination of the cervical lymph nodes and spleen of the l2o l3o

14 and IB days anlmals showed the same features as observed in the

corresponding non-challenged sensitized animals. The serum antibody

titres in the challenged animals were slightly lower than the titre of

the corresponding non-challenged groups, Adsorbtion of serum anti-BSA

by The injected BSA would account for thÍs slightly reduced t.itre.



TABLE II

The results of preplasma ceII counts from smears

of BSA srimulated tymph nodes from 2 to 28 days following

primary antigen injection" Four counts peÏ smear on three

or four smears were done and the mean count and standard

error calculated"
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TABLE ]I

PREPLASITA CELL COUNTS IN PRIiIIARY B.S.A.-

STIMULATED LYMPH NODES

Days After
Stimulation

I

I preplasma Cells/.1000 Total Cells-.Smsar No Mean
Count

St andard
Error of
The ivleanz -r---T---r---z-

2 B-9 I"5 1.5 3.9 2"5

4 r"6 6"2 6.2 4.7 1.5

6 B B 9 8.3 0.3
I 3.9 14.9 5.2 19 2 r0.8 ù.f

I 4"5 9.3 1B 5-3 g-3 3l

10 t.0 qt 2.O l.a AO 2.O

t2 9 I1 9.5 9.8 0.6

L4 48"3 35.0 40.0 4I.T 3"9

IB TB.3 25.6 19.3 2L.T 2"3

28 7.3 2.O r.4 3.ó 1-9

Normal conrror = 4"g ! 0.4s preprasma cer'rs/1000



FIGURE 9

Prepì-asma cells in BSA stimulated lymph nodes

show an exponential increase between l0 and 14 days

following stimulation.
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The site of injection of the challenge dose was examined only with

the naked eye for evidence of inflammation or injury. Within two hours

of injection of the challenge dose edema of the local site was evÍdent

in the animals in groups I2o 130 and 14. No other sign of injury was

observed, The histology of the local injection site was examined in

detail in Part III of this thesis"

PRIMARY RESPONSE OF HORSE FERRITIN STIMULATED MICE

SEROLOGY

The serum antÌbody response of the mice to primary injection of

horse ferritin is recorded in Table IfI and illustrated graphically in

Figure 10. The earliest measurable serum antibody titre was obtained

l0 days following primary injection of antigeno and then rose rapidly

unt,il 14 days. At Ió and 18 days the anti-H Fe titre had dropped con-

siderablyo then rose approximately to the 14 day level again by 2I days"

Following this second peak a fairly rapid decrease in titre occurred

until 28 days which was the last group tested-

LYMPH NODE CHANGES

HêE Stain: The cervical lyrnph nodes

injection of ferritin showed no macroscopic

examination also revealed less conspicuous

in the nodes of BSA stimulated mice.

of mice receiving a PrimarY

enlargement. MicroscoPic

changes than were observed

Five days following injection of ferritin the J.ymph nodes con-

taÍned a few nodules with enlarged germinal centres" but most of the

cortex was composed of i1l-defined nodules chqracteristic of normal

lymph nodes, The medulla showed no change from the normaf"



TABLE III

This table shows the serum anti-H Fe responseo

as measured by the hemagglutination techniqueo in mice

from B to 2B days following primary injection of H Fe.
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illustrates the serum antibody response

primary stimulation wi,th horse ferritin.
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Atl0and12daysthereWasevidenceofmoreactivityinthe

germinalcentresbutthemedullaryarearemainedunchanged"From14to

1ódaysthelymphnodesappearedtoreturntonormal"HoweveratlSdays

thereagainwasevidenceofincreasedactivityinthegerminalcentres"

By 28 days a definite trend loward the normal was observed"

PrussianblueStain:ThecervicaltymphnodesofprimaryHFe

injectedmicegaveapositivePrussianbluereactionfromonehourto

Tdaysfollowinginjection(Fig.11).Thestainwasheaviest3days

fotlowinginjectionandwasequallyintenseinthemedullarysinuses

and in the cortex. In the earlier nodes (I to 48 hours) the medullary

sinuses showed fairly dense Prussian blue staining with the stain in the

cortical aïeas appearing more diffuse. After rhe thild day there was a

decrease in st,aining intensity and was completely absent by the eighth

day and thereafter.

CHANGES OBSERVED IN TTIE SPLEEN

HtEStain:ThepatternofmorphotogicalchangesintheHorse

Ferritin stimulated spleens followed much the same pattern as described

forrhespleenoftheBsAstimulatedanimalsohoweverthereWeleSome

characteristic features. The ferritin-stimulated spleens of the 5 day

micewerecomparablehistomorphologicallytot,hespleensofthel0day

groupofBsAstimulatedanimals.Thesechangesalsopersistedlongerin

the H Fe - stimurated spreenso and aL 28 days they resembred the rB day

BSA stimulated sPleens.

Prussian blqg-ltai!: The Prussian blue stained sections of H Fe

because of the normal
stimulated spleens were difficult to evaluate



FIGURE 1I

(a) Four hours following primary iì lte injection

the hilar-medullary area of local lymph nodes showed

intense Prussian blue staining" (b) Three days following

stimulation the cortex also was heavily stained. Perlos

Prussian blue stain. Original magnification 25X"
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presence of varying amounts of ferritin in the spleen as indicated by

the control sections. There did appear to be more Prussian blue staining

in the first group killed following H Fe injection (I hour) but aII the

later groups revealed normal or near normal staining.

Figure 12 is an illustration of Prussian blue staining seen in

the average normal or control spleens. Figure 13 is the staining observed

I hour fotlowing primary injection of H Fe.

LYI,TPH NODE PREPLASMA CELL COT]NTS

The results of the preplasma cell counts done on lymph node smears

of H Fe stimulated mice are recorded in Tabte IV and illustrated in

Figure 14. It is shown that the preplasma ceII population in these

nodes is lower than normal at B and t0 days folJ-owing stimulation. From

L2 to 2l days the preplasma ceII count appears t'o be approximately normalg

then decreases again at 28 days following primary H Fe injection"

REACTTON TO CHALLENGE WITH HORSE FERRITIN

The hemagglufination test revealed no pI.esence of anti-H Fe in

the serum of animals receiving a challenge injection of H Fe seven or

ten days following a primary injection. The lymph nodes and spleens

showed changes similar to colresponding unchallenged groups, with the

exception that tïaces of Prussian blue staining were observable in the

lymph nodes of the challenged animals"

In groups 12, I3o and t4 receiving a challenge injection of H Fe

several animals showed some signs of distless within 15 minutes of

injection. These signs were pawing the nosee bristting fur on the back,

and Iaboured respiration, ApproximaLeLy 5% of the animals died within

2 hours of receiving the challenge injection'of H Fe"



F'IGURE ]2

The .normal spleen of the mouse shows moderate

Prussian blue si.aining" perl's prussian blue s¿ain"

Original magnificarion 2SX.



TIGURE 12



FIGURE- E

Onehourfollowingintra_mucosalinjectionof

H Fe the spleen shows a marked increase in Prussian blue

staining (compare with Figure L2)" PerI's Prussian blue

stain. Original magnification 25X"



FIGURE 13



TABLE IV

This table shows the results of preplasma cell

counts from smears of H Fe stimulated lymph nodes from

2 to 28 days following primary antigen injection. Three

or four counts per smear on three or four smears were done

and Lhe rnean counL and s Lantlartl ertor calculat etl"
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TABLE IV

PREPLASMA CELL COT]NTS IN PRIMARY H Fe

STIMULATED LYMPH NODES

Normal Conrrol = 4.9: 0.45 Celts/1000

Days After
St imulat ion

Preplasma Celts/10C0 Total Cells-Smear No Mean
Count

S bandard
Error of
The MeanI 2 J A

(] )q 4^6 )) 3.2 o"7

10 2.6 L.2 2.O r"9 o"4

L2 7.7 4.7 3"5 5.2 r"2

T4 2"5 1"5 9.8 2"5 4"7 L"9

1B 8"1 3"5 3.2 4.O 4"7 1.1

2L 2"7 3"0 2"4 2.7 o"2

28 3"8 1,5 2"r 2"5 0"7



FIGURE }4

Following horse ferritin stimul-ation there is no

evidence of increased numbers of preplasma cells in the

local lymph nodes (compare with Figure 9). The trend

towards below normal counts suggests t.hat differentiating

blast cells are not being replaced.
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The hemagglutination test indicated that the serum anti-H Fe titres
of the challenged animals of groups L2" l3o J-4 and rB were similar to the

titres of the corresponding unchallenged groupso with a tendency towards

being slightly Lower than the titres of the corresponding groups"

The HtE stained sections of rymph nodes and spreen from the

challenged animals were identical to the corresponding sections of the

unchallenged animals.

Prussian blue staining showed an intense positive reaction in the

tymph nodes of the animars given a challenge injection of H Fe 13 or 14

days following primary injection" This intense staining was concentrated

in the medullary sinuses of these lymph nodes. The spleens showed no

deviation of histomorphology or staining pïopeïties from their
corresponding unchallenged groups.

The local site of chalrenge injection was observed only for
gross clinical evidence of injury" Although obvious edema was present

there was no gross evidence of local inflammation"



DISCUSSION
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It is generally accepted that the main source of antibody produc-

ing celrs is the lymph nodes draining the si¿e of antigen injection

(Humphrey and White, 1964) " If antigen is administered intravenously the

spleen becomes the major source of such celLs (Fitcir EWissler, 19ó5),

The results of the present study are consistent with these generalizations

only in part.

The early gross enlargement of the BSA stimulated }ymph nodes

and the concomitant histomorphological changes observed suggest the

involvement of this tissue in the primary immune response. That the spleen

was also participating in the immune response in the BSA and Il Fe stimulated

animals is suggested by the changes observed in this organo which are

consistent with those described by Fitch and Wissler (19ó5)" The large

pale cells appearíng in the splenic nodules within several days following

antigenic stimuration are characteristic of the splenic response to

primary antigen stimulation (Congdon E Makinodano 1961). These celIs

are probably primitive reticular ceIls and with repeated antigen stimuJa-

tion are entirely replaced by medium sized lymphocytes (Fitch and

Wisslero 19ó5) "

The very minÍmal changes observed in the H Fe stimulated tymph

nodes contradict the earlier stated generalization. If the spleen in these

animals was the major organ of antibody production one would expect to

find more dramatic changes than were observable in the spleens examined

in this study" It is significant that although the changes that occurred

in the H Fe stimulated spleens were not quantitatively different from the

spleens of the BSA stimulated animalso these changes did manifest earlier

and remain longer than those seen ín the corresponding BSA stimulated

spleens" In an organ as large as the spleeng as compared to the size of
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the cervical lymph nodesc even re1at.ívely minor apparent changes could

indicate significant changes in immunologic potential.

The question however remains: If the spleen of the H Fe stimulated

animal was the major organ of the immune responsec how did it become

stimulated by an other than intravenous injection of antigen? Studies

on splenectomized rats indicate that splenectomy does not affect, immuno-

rogical response unless the antigen is administered íntravenouslyo

suggesting that antigens do not normally reach the spleen if administered

by other routes (Humphrey and lÀihite, L964) " The highly vascular nature

of the oral mucosal and submucosal tissues in the mouse however may mean

that antigens injected into these tissues are poorly bound in the tissues

and readily enter t,he large vascular sinuses observed in these tissues,

The intense Prussian blue staining observed in the spleen t hour follow-

ing injection of H Fe adds substance to this postulate.

The different morphological response elicited in the BSA and H Fe

stimulated cervical lymph nodes was reflected in the results of the

preplasma cell counts. The increased ce1l count in the BSA stimulated

lymph nodes was consistant with the picture of prasma cell loading in

the medullary sinuses of these nodes during peak antibody product-ion as

demonstrated by the serum anti-BSA assay. 0n the other hando the results

of the preplasma cell counts from H Fe - stimulated nodes suggest that

there is even less immune response in these nodes than was suggested by

the histologicaÌ picture. The below normal preplasma cell count during

the period of systemic antibody production would lead one to conclude

that H Fe is able to stimulate the plasmablast population already present

in t,he cervical lymph nodes of these mice to mature to antibody producing

plasma cellso but, does not stimulate the differentiation of lymph node
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stem cells to plasmablasts"

Adao et al (L964) labelled a number of antigenic materialso includ-

ing BSA and H Feo wit.h radioactive isotopes and traced them to the local

lymph nodes" They found that the follicular labelling was similar in

BSA and H Fe injected animals and germinal centre formation occurred

equally in both" Non-antigenic materials localized mainly in the medulla

but in no cases became locallized over follicles or caused germinal

centre formation"

H Fe has been used extensivety by DePetriso et al (19ó3)o for

immunological studies. They have found this antigen has consistently

produced high tit,res of precipitating antibodies and causes extensive

plasma cell reaction in the lymph nodes of stimulated animals" These

authors do not specify whether these reactions are characteristic of

secondary responses onlyo or of primary responses as welI"

The lack of agreement between the reported findings and the results

of the present study indicate that the ïesponse of cervical lymph nodes

in white mice to H Fe stímulation needs further investigation" The

results of the Prussían blue staining leave no doubt that adequate H Fe

is reaching the local lymph nodes to initiate an immune response in these

nodes. The lack of such a ïesponseg as suggested by the minimal morpho-

logical changes and the low preplasma cell counts, suggests that lymph

nodes may exercise some selectivity in ant.igenic response" As the

spleen plays a prominent role in iron metabolism it may have a selective

advantage also in dealing with foreign ferritin"

The serum antibody response of the test animals to a single

primary injecïion of BSA or H Fe was not inconsistent with the results

of similar investigation by other authors, with the exception of the
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lat.ent phase of the response" Olson and Wostman (19óó)o using similar

doses of protein antigens in the absence of adjuvant in germfree mice,

were able to get measurable serum antibody titre (using a modified Preer

technique) from six days onward following primary injection. The peak titre

occurred at B days. Berlin (1966) injected emulsified influenza virus

vaccine int.o mice and detected gamma M globulins from 3 days, and gamma

G globu[ins from 5 to 34 days following a single primary injection. This

investigator found that. the titre very rapidly rose to peak, then decreased

more gradually.

The timing of the appearance of serum antibody may not be related

only to the rate of synthesis of antibody by antibody producing ce1ls"

The presence of homologous antigenic material in t.he tissues may be

responsible-for masking early antibody production" The antibody synthesized

in the early stages would combine with homologous tissue antigen in order

to facilitate its clearance from the system" Once the antigen is cleared

the newly synthesized antibody would no longer be immediately used up

and would be allowed to build up in the serum (Dixono et alo t9ó5)" By

the time the excess antigen is cleared from the t,issues the number of

plasma cells synthesizing antibody would be greatly increasedn resulting

in a rapid rise of serum antibody titre. The timing of the first

appearance of serurn antibody may therefore be closely related to antigenic

dose"

The findlngs of Nossalo Mitche1I, and l\{cDonald (1963) underscore

the significance of antigenic doses. Their experimental results indicated

thato generally speakingo very small doses of antigenic material are

effective¡ that small doses are effective earlier than large doses; and

that above a certain limit increase in dose has no effect on the resultant,
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antibody titre, Nossalo Ada and Austin (L964) found that antigenic

flage1lin in doses as smalJ as 0.0001 micrograms occasionally resulted in

antibody production in ratso and that where normal doses are used only a

very small percentage (<I%) of the injected antigen is directly involved

in the immune induction" These investigators emphasize the need to use

smalI antigenic doses in any meaningful study of antigen distributiono

Iocalizationo behaviour and fate. The fact that in the present study

Prussian blue stai ning was still seen in the lymph nodes seven days after

primary inject.ion of H Feo and the late appearance of serum anti-H Fe

suggest,s that the doses may have been excessive"

Although it is logical that excessive tissue antigen could result

in lat,e appearance of serum antibody, this excessive antigen should not affect

differentiation of plasmablasts and antibody producing plasma ceIls,

Therefore the preplasma ceIl counts should reveal an early gradual increase"

The results of the present study, however show that rise in preplasma

cell counts in the BSA stimulated nodes followed a similar pattern as the

serum antibody response and conformed to the normal log phase of antibody

production (Vasquez and Makinodan I 1966) " These cell counts did indicate

a slight early activity betureen days 6 and B followÍng BSA injection" This

would normally be interpreted as the period of I9S globulin synthesis

which normally preceeds the 75 globulin synrhesis in the primary response

(Nossal, Szenberg, Ada and AustÌn" 1964), According to Vasquez and

Makinodan (19óó) however in adult mice antibody synthesis is predominantly

of the 19S type throughout the immune response"

The doubte peak serum anti-H Fe response is difficult to interpret,

The small- number of samples tested in each group and the inherent danger
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of large error in reading double dilution serum titrations* especially

at high dilutions, could account for some fluctuation in the curve"

However the anti-H Fe titres in groups Ió and I8 (Fig" I0) deviate so

markedly from the titres Ín groups 14 and 21 that error in reading

results could hardly be the total explanation"

The histomorphological changes observed in the lymph nodes of the

H Fe stimulated animals were consistent with the serological profile,

suggesting that the animals in groups 16 and 18 were less reactive to

H Fe-stimulation than were the preceeding and immediately following groups

of anÍmalso or that there was a drop or change of immunotogic activity

at the particular time interval in all stimulated animals. A poSsible

suggested 'explanation may be that the change-over from 19S globutin to 75

globulin, if it occurs in rnice. occurs at about 1ó days following primary

injection. The reduced agglutinat,ing property of 75 globulin as compared

to 19S globulin could then account for the drop in agglutinin titre

at this particular t,ime interval. This could be determined only by

analyzing the sera for 19S and 75 globulins"

Although the H Fe stimulated animals produced higher antibody

t.itres than did the BSA stimulated animals the H Fe injected animals

appeared not to react as readily to a challenge dose of homologous antigen,

This difference in susceptibility to the immune reaction may relate to

the different molecular sizes of the two antigens. Cohen å Sapp Q967)

found that smaller immune complexes, as determined by the molecular weight

of the antigenu caused more severe responses when injected into the tissues

of animals" This is so because of the more readv diffusabilitv of the

smaller molecuLes"
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The primary immune response of male and female adult albino mice

to BSA and Horse Ferritin antigens was determined. The response was

analyzed in terms of the serum antibody profileo gross and histological
changes in the lymph nodes draining the injection site, and histomorpho-

logic changes occurring in the spleen,

Peak serum antibody titres deveroped 14 days following primary

antigen injection in bo¿h the BSA and H Fe systems. H Fe induced

a higher t.itre which declined more slowly as compared to the BSA

induced antibody titre*

Preplasma cell counts in BSA stimutated lymph nodes rose in con-

formity with the serum antibody response" H Fe stimulated nodes showed

no significant change in preplasnucell counts" Observed histomorphological

changes in these lymph nodes were consÍstant with the results of the

preplasma cell counts.

Despite the i,nconclusiveness of some of the results of this studv

the following conclusions could be drawn:

lu A singre primary injection of r0 mgm.BSA or 5 mgm.H Fe into t,he

mandibular labial sulcus of white mice induced an immune response

characterized by serun antibody titres which peak 14 days following
primary st,imulation 

"

2" The ant'i-H Fe titre is considerably higher than is the anti-BSA titre
and is maintained at a high reveL over a longer period of time,

3. The Prussian blue reaction aids in localizing the injected H Fe in
the lymph nodes, but is of very lirnited value in tracing H Fe in the

spleen because of the presence of nat,urat ferritin in this organ.
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4" A challenge dose of homorogous antigen is better tolerated by H Fe
sensitized animals than by BSA sensitized animars" challenge injection
of homorogous antigen resurts in edema of the area of injection but
does not cause otherwise grossry observable inflammation.

The higher antibody titre produced by H Fe and the ronger main_
¿enance of this high titre weïe desirabre features relating to the
study planned in part rrr. The ability to trace H Fe in the tissues
by the Prussian blue reaction was also advantageous. For these reasons
it was decided to use H Fe as the main antigen for the studies in
Part rrrn and BSA where heterorogous controls were needed. rnjection
dosages and timing of chalrenge inject.ions were based on the results of
lhis part of the invesrigation.



PART III

THE EFFECT OF TRAUMATIC INFLAMMATION

ON THE LOCAL IMMLNE REACTION IN ORAL TISSUES

OF HORSE FERRITIN SENSITIZED IViICE

OBJECTS OF TTIE INVESTIGATION
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The hypothesis to be tested was that immune reactions
induced with horse ferritin antigen in the maxillary rabiat surci
of mice would be enhanced by the presence of traumatic inflammation
in the local site of the immune reaction, The reaction sites were
to be examined and evaruated historogicarry at intervals from r. hour
to B days following challenge injection.

A method was sought by which reproducable rocar subacute
inflammatory lesions courd be induced in the oral tissues of mice,



INTRODUCTION
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TERMINOLOGY

The hypothesis to be tested is based on the knowledge that inflam-

mation is in large part an expression of increased vascular permeability"

This vascular phenomenon sets the stage for a series of reactions, readily

initiated by local in vivo immune reactions" which may lead to severe

tissue injury (vide infra) "

Before entering into T.he matter in detail it is necessary to

clarify several terms which will be used repeatedly in this chapter"

TRAI]MATTC INFLAMMATTON

Inflammat.ion is the humoralo vascular and cellular response to a

noxious stimulus occurring in tissues of vertebrate animals. Different

stimuli give rise to varying degrees of inflammation characterized by

recognizable differences in vascular and cellular responses. Traumatic

inflamrnation in this thesis, is a tissue response to mechanical injury*

as opposed to allergic Ínjury"

ALLERGIC INFLAMMATION

One consequence of local in vivo antigen-antibody reactions is

tissue injury and inflammation. lÀlhen humoral precipitating antibodies

are presento local injection of homologous antigen may produce injury

manifesting as an inflammatory reaction,

SENSITIZATION AND CHALLENGE

Appropriate injection of animals with antigenic substances wiIl

induce specific antibody synthesis. The presence of such antibodies

primes the animal for a defensive response to reintroduction of homologous

antigen. Such a "primed" anÍmal is sensitized to the particular antigen

and reinjection of such antigenic material constitutes a challenge"
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ALLERGIC INFLAMMATION

In al-lergic inflammation the inflammatory reaction is considered

to be mediated by the release of pharmacologically-active substances from

a few cells initially darnaged. These substances may then trigger a

sequential chain of reactions resulting in the cellular and vascular

changes associated with the classical inflammatory response. This sequential

"chain reacfion" is rerniniscent of that which occurs when blood coagulates

and it is likely that many if not alt of the steps are enzyme initiated.

The inftarûnatory reaction resulting from antigen-antibody reactions appears

to possess additional features relating to platelet aggregation, mast

cell degranulationo chemotaxis of polymorphonuclear neutrophíIs and

fixation of various elements of the complement system"

PLATELET AGGLUTINATION

Siqueira and Nelson (19óI) demonstrated in vitro that guinea pig

or rabbit platelets are agglut,inated by antigen-antibody complexes in the

presence of serum complement" It was suggested by these authors that the

immune complexes attached to distinct receptor substance on platelet

surfaces thereby forming a lattice of complexes and platelets. This

platelet-agglutinating property of immune complexes was also dernonstrated

by Barbaro (1961),Mustard G96Ð, and Uriuhara and Movat (196Ð, These

authors found that platelet aggregation was associated with the release

of some chemical mediatorso histamine in particular" Uriuhara and Movat

Q96Ð concluded that tissue damage in the Arthus reaction was probably

a phenomenon secondary to ischemia resulting from vessel plugging initiated

by immune complexes.
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DEGRANULATION OF MAST CELLS

rt is commonly recognized that the mast celr may be the main source
of t'issue histamine' The importance of histamine in mediating the earry
l0car anaphyractoid reaction was demonstrated by Benacerraf, et al (rg54).
smarr doses of histamine were injected subcutaneousry in sensitized
guinea pigs folrowed by an intravenous injection of homorogous ant,igen
plus dye' A local arlergic reaction occurred at the site of histamine
injectionl suggesting histamine can cause locar fixation of antibody to
tissues. some atlergic reac'ions may therefore be at reast partly
initiated by factors causing histamine rer.ease through mast ceil. degranuration"

ll{ota (19ó1) by the use of in vivo and in vitro methods showed t.hat
soluble Ímmune complexes do not act by releasing histamine from masü
cellso but that certain non-precipitating antibodies do (iviotan r96la).
He sensitized rats to an antigen (which he does not name) using Freund,rs
adjuvant in one group and pertussis in another. The rats sensitized
with Freund's devel0ped a high ¿itre of precipitating antibody and
challenging with homorogous antigen did not seem to cause a high degree
of mast celI degranulation. 0n the other hand the pertussis sensitized
rats produced a 10w precipitating antibody titreo and chalrenge was
accompanied by a high degree of mast cetl degranulation. Mota (lgóra)
concluded that in rats precipitating antibodies were not responsibre for
mast cell damage and histamine rerease occurring in anaphyraxiso but that.
in some instances a particurar factor or type of antibody was producedo
along with the precipitating antibody, which was mast cerl lytic and
therefore responsible for mast cell damage.
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POLYMORPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTE CHEMOTAXIS

The presence of polymorphonuclear leukocyt,es (PMNs) in the site
of tissue injury is determined by the presence of factors attracting

these cells to the site of injuryo and having arrived at the site,
the ability of the PMNs to cross the vascular wall to gain entrance into

the tissues. Increased vascular permeability is at least Ín part thought

to be a result of mast cell degranulation and release of chemical mediators

and enzymes" Although injury usually attracts sorne PIliNso immune complexes

have been demonstrated to be particularly chemotactic towards pl\{Ns (Boyden,

196Ð 
"

The significance of immune comprexes and pMNs in the allergic
inflammatory reaction have been adequately documented. Cochrane and

lÀleigle (1958) produced inflammatory lesions that went on to tissue necrosis

and sloughing by injecting large doses of antigen-antibody comprexes.

Microscopicatly these Jesions showed diffuse infiltration of leukocytes

and frequent necrosis of blood vessêl walls" Injection of homologous

antigen into sensitized animals caused nore severe reactions with much

smaller doses" Infiltration of leukocytes occurred earlier (5--B hours)

and was more marked, These authors suggested that the marked reaction

was due to the enhanced release of physiologically active substances

from tissue and body fluids when antigen and antibody combined in vivo.

By the use of in vitro methods Boyden (196Ð determined that immune

complexes were not in themselves chemotactic to PMNs but that the supernate

f,rc.m such complexes was" He theorized that a soluble constituent of these

complexes served to activate an inactive enzJ,¡rne" This activated enz:wrre

acted on a precursor of a chemotactic substance to make it chemotactic.
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The findings of Ward and Cochrane (L96Ð implicated serum com-

plement in the immune inflammatory reaction. In rats with experimentally

reduced complement, challenge injection of antigen did not produce accumula-

tion of PMNs and vascular inflammation did not result" Restoration of

comprement in these animals led to locar fixation of comprement?

ínfiltration of PMNs and development, of typical Arthus vascuritis.

The role of PMNs per se in the developing allergic lesion is not

entirely c1ear. That they have a phagocytic function is unquestionable

(Deams and Oorto L962t Uriuhara and Movat, L964)" The PMN cell contains

intracytoplasmic lysosomes containing a number of potentiat phlogistens

with widely differing modes of acrion (seegers and Janoff, 19ó6).

Deams and 0ort (1962) examined PMNs from altergic inflammatory

sites electronmicroscopically and observed that PMNs which contained

phagocyt.osed immune complexes were devoid of lysosomes. Whether these

Iysosomes had been lost to the extracellular environment or had formed

digest.íve phagosomes was not stated* The experiments of Uriuhara and

Movat (196Ð suggest that phagocytosing PMNs involved in the Art.hus

reaction release a substance which increases vascular permeability"

Movat, et aI (1964) agranulocytosed experimental animals with nitrogen

mustard and found that Arfhus or Schwarrzman reactions did not become

clinical in such animals" In normal animals addition of cytoplasmic

PMN granules to the challenge antigen dose served to greatly enhance the

resulring inflammatory reaction" These authors concluded that phagocytosis

of immune complexes by PMNs was accompanied by release of a permeability

factor which was responsible for the severe inframmatory ïeaction,

Seegers and Janoff (1966) identified the presence of a mast cell
rupturing component in lysosomes from rabbit PMNs" This component appeared
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not to be present in a preformed or active state in circulating PMNs

but required an activating step provided by the exudative environment,

Thus mast cell degranulation in allergic inflammat,ion is influenced by

the presence of phagocytic PMNs on the one hand, and lytic or inhibitory

antibodies and antigens on the other.

The ability of antigen-antibody complexese per sec to cause tissue

injury was investigated by Movato et aI (19ó3)" They injected such

complexes into avascular cornea of rabbits, Although polymorphs appeared

t,o phagocytose the injected materialo no tissue injury resulted" When the

same complexes were injected into a vascularized cornea severe damage

resulted. It is clear t,hat allergic inflammatory tissue damage is not

due directly to antigen-antibody complexes, but rather a result of

vascular changes induced by these complexes. It is apparent that increased

vascular permeability is one of the key links determining the severity of

the allergic reaction.

It follows then that the presence of traumatic inflammation

(characterized by increased vascular permeability) in the site of an

experiment,ally induced allergÍc reaction could greatly enhance the resultant

allergic reaction. The differences between a simple allergic reaction

and an allergic reaction occurring in already inflamed tissues should

be readily observable histologically" A number of considerations however

complicate the experimental induction and interpretation of such

differences "

t. If the traumatic inflammatory lesion is too severe it may be difficult

to differentiate degrees of inct'eased severity resulting from added

injury" Simple injection of antigen material into such a site may
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set off a reaction equalty as severe as inducing an allergic reaction

in the same site. Therefore it was necessary to maintain at least

a moderate homeostatic potential in the site of t,raumatic inflammation.

2" If the serum antibody titre is higho or if the tissue of the test animal

Teacts severely to the presence of small amounts of in vivo immune

complexes the same problem arises as discussed above" It was therefore

necessary to so balance the serum antibody level with the reactivity of

the animal as to retain a moderate homeostatic potential in the site

of rhe induced immune reaction in normal (as opposed to traumatically

inflamed) tissue.

3. Antigenic materialso per seo have phlogistic properties which must be

taken into account when evaluating the contribution of the immune

reaction to local inflammation" If the differences in inflammatory

lesions occurring as a result of injection of antigen into sensitized

and non-sensitized animals is slight, it may mean that the immune

reaction contributes IittIe to the total lesion"

4" Differences in inflammatory lesions resulting from different types

and degrees of injury may be evident only in terms of one or several

component factorso rather than as a tota.l. histological picture.

Evaluation of these inflammatory lesions must therefore be done in

terms of the individual inflammatory components"

The following experiments were planned and executed in a manner

best suited to giving recognition to the above-stated considerations,



MATERIALS & METIIODS
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9TINERAL PLAI_ ANp LESTON CLASSTFTCATTO-ry

The mice used in this study were

the age and weight range of animals used

were maintained in the same animal house

conditions as previous groups.

of the same species and within

in the study in Part II. They

under similar environmental

Preliminary studies were carried out to determine which method of

injury would be best suited to the needs of planned experiments. The oral

labia of mice were injected with very small doses of corn oilo turpentine

or dissolved methyl cellulose" In other mice a drop of corn oil or

turpentine was placed on the surface of the labial mucosa and the mucosa

scratched with a sharp sterile needle"

AII of these methods resulted in acute local inflammatorv reactions

not suited to our needs"

In another group of animals injury was induced by a series of

punctures made with a sterile 25 gauge needle. In one group J.2

punctures were made in the left labiaI mucosaeo the right labia served

as normal- controLs"

These animals were killed two days Iater, the tissue dissected

out? processed, stained with hematoxylin and eosin (Hê.E) and examined

histologically. Similarly other animals received a series of puncture

injuries at 2 days following the first, and at 2 and 4 days fotlowing

the first injury. All tissues were examined 2 days following the last

injury" As a result of this study it was determined that the inflammatory

lesion resulting from the series of three traumatic injuries most nearly

represented chronic inflammation. The lesion will be referred to as

"traumatic inflammation".
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Groups of adult albino mice were prepared as indicated in Figure 15.

Sensitization in groilp 2 was accomplished by injecting 5 mgm. of H Fe

into the inandibular labial sulcus and allowing t4 days for peak anti-H Fe

titre to develop. Traumatic inflammatory lesions (vide supra) were

induced in the left maxillary labiaI sulci of both groups" Treatments

were so timed that when the traumatic infiammatory lesions were fully

developed the sensitized groups were at peak anti-H Fe titres,

At this stage animals in groups I and 2 (Fig. 15) received an

injection of .05 mgm. H Fe into each of the left and right maxillary

labial sulci. The resulting lesions were classified as indicatedo that

is: (e) "Traumatic Inflammation * primary H Fe", (f) "primary H Fe,'o

(g) "Traumatic Inflammation * Challenge"o and (h) "Challenge"" Tissue

samples representing each of these lesions were obtained at 1o 6o Lzr 24o

48 hours and 4o 6o and I days following H Fe injection" Histological

examinations were made using fluorescent staining, HEEo Prussian blue

and carbol fuchsin-lÀlright's stains. For purposes of controlo "normal"

tissue and "traumatically inflamed" tissue (Fig. 15) from both sensitized

and non-sensitized animal groups were prepared and similarly stained"

The details concerning preparation of animal subgroupsn tissue

methodology and histological examinatÍon will be dealt with in detail

below"

PREPARATION OF ANIMAL SUB-GROUPS

NON-SENSITIZED ANIMALS: LOCAL REACTION SITE

Traumatic Inftammation (Fig" 15): Two groups of 4 animals each

were used. Traumatic inflammation was induced in maxillary teft labiaI

su1ci. Two days foJ.Iowing the last injury the animals were killed by an

overdose of ether. The left and right sulcus tissues were dissected in



FIGURE 15

The flow chart iltustrates the division of experimental

mice into sub-groups according Lo treatment and lesion

classificalion (boxed)ï a, Traumatic Inflammation; bo Normal;

c, Trarrrnatic Inflammation (sensitized); d, NormaI(sensitized) ;

e, Traumatíc Inftammation * Primary ÊI Fe; fo Primary I{ Fe;

go Traumatic Inflammation + Challengei ho ChaIlenEe"
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t,he fresh state from four animals for fluorescent stainingo the tissues

from the other four animals were fixed and prepared with HGE' prussian

blue and carbol fuchsin-Wrightrs stains. The maxillary right sulcus tissues

in both groups served as normal controls.

: Six

groups of four animals each were prepared by inducing inflammation in the

maxillary left labiat sulci with a series of needle punctures as described.

Two days folrowing the last, injury both left and right maxillary surci

were injected with 0"05 mI. of 1:1000 H Fe (0"05 mgm.) in normal satÍne.

Animal groups were killed by an overdose of ether at Io óo 12,24 hours;

2 and 4 days after injection. Tho animals in each group provided tissue

for histological preparation with HtE, Prussian blue and carbol fuchsin-

IÀiright's stains.

SENSITIZED ANIMALS: LOCAL REACTION SITE

Traumatic rnframmation (Fiq. 15): T'wo groups of 4 animals each

üiere sensitized to H Fe" Eight days foltowing the sensitizing H Fe

injections the series of needle punctures in the maxillary left labial
sulci were begun and followed through as previously described" Fourteen

days following primary H Fe injection the anirnals were in a sensitized

stateg with traumatic inflammation in the left sulci. The animals were

killed by partial exsanguination under ether anaesthesia. The sera were

separated from the clots and tested for anti-H Fe" The 1eft and right
maxillary labial suLcus tissues of one group of animals hrere prepared

for fluorescent stainingo the other group of animals provided tissue

for preparation with the usuaL histotogical stains"

Primary H Fe and Inflammation + primary H Fe (Fiq. 15)
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chalrenqe and rnflammarion + chalrenge (Fiq. 15): Eighr groups

of 4 animals each were sensitized and traumatic inflammation induced in
the usual manner. Fourteen days following primary injection of H Fe each

animal was in a sensitized state and had an inflamed maxillary 1eft labial
sulcus. At t'his time a challenge dose of H Fe was injected into the left
and right surcus tissues" One group of animals each was killed at lo 6o

L2' 24 hours i 2o 4, 6 and B days following challenge irnjection. Killing
was done by exsanguination under ether anaesthesia. The sera were tested

for presence of anti-H Fe, Ilalf the animals in each group provided tissues

for fluorescent staining" the sulcus tissues from the remaining animals

were prepared with the usual stains for histological examination.

PRUSSIAN BLUE CONTROLS

The non-specific nature of the Prussian blue reaction made it
necessary to determine whether hemorrhage in arrergic inftammatory lesions

contributed to t.he Prussian btue reaction" A group of l0 mice were

sensitized to BSA as in Part If. Traumatic inflammation was induced in

the left labial sulci and a challenge dose of BSA given in left and right
sulci at the height of anti-BSA titre (14 days)" T\¡ro animals each were

killed at óo 24v 48 hours and 4 days post challenge, Tissue preparations

from the left and right tabial lesions were staíned with HêE and prussian

blue "

TISSUE METHODOLOGY

SEROLO6Y

The whole blood from exsanguinated mice was allowed to clot overnight

at 4-5oC before separation of the serum was attempted" Qualitative assay

only for serum anti-H Fe was done using t,he precipitin ring test (Kabat

and Mayere 1964). Approximately 0"1 ml" of undiluted serum was placed in
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a l0 x 75 mm" glass test tube. An equal volume of 0.1% H Fe was care-

fully layered over the serum. A distinct white ring forming at the serum -
H Fe interface can be interpreted as a positive result. According to

Kabat and Mayer (196Ð this ring constitutes antigen-antibody complexes.

PREPARATION OF SOFT TISSUE SECTIONS

Immediately fotlowing death of the animal the total snout was removed

by enlarging the oral opening to extend to the tempero-mandibular jointso

than extending the cut dorsalty through the anterior cranium" Tissues

to be used for fluorescent staining were dis.sected Ín the fresh state. An

incision was made along both lateral borders of the palate extending from

the central incisor to the molar area" A blunt instrument was then used

to dissect the soft tissue free from the maxillae. The mesial and distal
vertical cuts through the freed soft tissue were made with sharp pointed

scissors" A block of tissue measuring approximately 4 x 3 x 3 mm. in its
greatest dimensions was t,hus obtainedo containing the central area of

experimental injury"

Fluorescent Staininq: The fresh tissue specimen obtained above

was immediately placed on the stage of a SartorÍus (Modet 27) freezing

microtome. Ten sections 8--12 microns in thickness weïe cut fron each

specimen and floated on¿o a clean glass slide. After drying at room

temperature these sections were examined under a light microscope and

the three thinnest sections were chosen for fluorescent staining. An

attempt was made to choose slides very nearly representing the range of

the 10 sections cut.

The chosen sections were stained with fluorescein-conjugated

rabbit-anti-mouse-gtobulin globutin (Microbiological Associates Inc. u
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Bethesda) according to the method of coons and Kaplan (1g50) and examined

under urtravioret J.ight on a zeiss photo microscope"

Because evaruation of fluorescent staining is compricated by

tissue autofruorescence and change of staining intensitywith timeo it
is necessary to use adequate controls" rn order to minimize errors in
evaluat'ion of staining characteristics the killing schedules of test
animals were so planned that all tissue specimens relating to a partÍcurar
study became available at the same time and could be processed simultaneously"
rn this way it was possibLe to compaïe staining characteristics of control
and test tissue preparations and to interpret staining in terms of
the controls,

snouts with tissues to be used for histological examination hrere

fixed in toto in 70% neutral formalin for a minimum of 48 hours. Foll0w-
ing fixation the left and right labial r,issues comprising the site of
injury were dissected from the snout with a sharp razot blade, processed

for normal hisrology and paraffin imbedded separately.

Fifteen sections, 5-7 microns thick, weïe cut from each tissue
specimen in the bucco-lingual plane. These sections were divided into
three groups of five slides each, every third sride going to a particular
group" Tissue preparations for histological examinations were stained with
H6r, Prussian blueo and carbor fuchsin-wright's stains.

Haematoxylin and Eosin preparations: The HEE sections were

examined for general histological-pathological changes in the experimentalJ.y

induced lesions. Particular attention was directed at evaluation of the

PMN response and vascular changes in injured tissues, The quantitative
presence of PMNts was recorded u, "*" where infirtration was mild, and
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"l I I I'r where tissue PMN infiltration was severe" Intermediate degrees

of PMN infiltration were represented by "4=f" or rtl-+-+?r. Itlhere blood

vessel-s were packed with PI!INs to a degree inconsistent with tissue

infiltration the phenomenon was recorded as a vascular change.

Blood vessel changes were recorded as "*" to rr| | I trr depending

upon the severity of the response, and were divided into responses as

represented by thrombis formation, PMN margination, increased vascularity,

and vessel wall degeneration" Hemorrhage and edema were simitarly

evaluated and recorded. 0ther relevant observations were noted for

recording as written but not tabulated results.

Prussian-þ--1ue Preparations: The Prussian blue reaction (Pearcer 1960)

was intended to reveal the presence of H Fe in the tissues" As the

reaction is not specific for H Fe (vide supra Part II) a carefuL search

of all the Prussian blue stained sections was made to determine stainino

characteristics in normal and injured tissues*

Prussian blue stainingo where presente was seen intracellularly

in association with macrophagesg extraceltularly and/or intravasculæIy.

The degree of staining in these three areas was evaluated and recorded

separately using one to four +'s to indicate severity of staining. For

purposes of staiistical analysis and correlations the mean value of the

total reaction was used (tables VIII and IX)"

Carbol fuchsÍn-hlriqht's P.reparations: The thírd group of 5 slides

was stained specifically for mast cells according to the method of

Dienstein (1966). Ttuo good representative slides were chosen and the

number of mast, cells per field at 2OO magnification were counted in four
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to six areas" Mast ceI1 counts varied considerably from field to fieldo
depending on whether the centre or the periphery of the lesion was being

examined" For this reason two mast cell counts per tissue specimen were

recordedo the first representing the average count at the centre of the
inflammatory lesion, the second number representing the average count in
peripheral fields. For purposes of consistency these double mast cell
counts were converted to the "*" to 'r | | | I' measure by averaging the two

counts and placing the result, into the appropriate class interval
(Table V).

VALIDITY OF OBSERVATIONS

It Ís agreed that the more object,ive one can be in interpreting
histological material in the fÍrst prace, the more valid wirl be the

resurts of later comparisons and correlations. Because of the type of
material examined in this study objectivity of ana].ysis was a const,ant

problem. Care was therefore exercised to ensure that tissue preparatÍons

adequately represented the lesion under study. Traumatic inflammation was

induced in the mucosa of the mouse just medial to the maxiltary labial
thickening which project,s into the space between the incisor and the

first molar. Iì Fe injections were given in the same síte. This land_

mark allowed the reaction site to be precisely identified and dissected

out" The number of animals in each group and the sacrifice intervals of
animals in these groups were planned to provide sufficient tissue
specimens to allow reliable longitudínaL evaluation of the Lesion.

It can be seen from the methods used that as far as was possibte

biLateral controLs were used on all lesions in the series. This was

especialJ-y necessary because of the variable serum antibody response in
different animals (Table III). This approach facitirated making reliable
cross--comparisons of lesions arising from different injury.
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In order that cross-correlations of inflammatory components could

be readily made it was considered advantageous to evaluate and record

these components according to a scaLe whÍch would have enough Iatitude

within each category to allow for subjective evaluationo and yet allow

for a fine enough division of the reaction range in each instance that

sufficient data for making correlations became available, The "*" to

rr+'l-Ffr? scale was found to adequately fulfill these requirements.

Because the initial observations were afmost totally subjective

there was some question concerning the vatidity of the histological

observations and interpretations. To test this validity 32 tissue

preparations were randomly chosen representing the various inflammatory

lesions. Identification labêIs were covered up and the slides read and

scored for a total of 86 observations. It was found that the original

results were 87% reproducible two months after the original analysis

had been done.

STATISTICAL METHODS

If certain components of the inflammatory reaction are dependent

on or related to each otheru statisticaJ.ly significant correlations

between such components should be demonstrable. Simple correlations

to determine the degree of association between tissue fluorescence and

Prussian blue staining, tissue fluorescence and Pl\rlN response¡ Prussian

blue staining and PMN response; and mast cell degranulation and PI\ilN

response were done using accepted statistical methods (Smart, 19ó3)"

Analysis of covarience was done between appropriate significant

correlations found within the "challenged" and "inflamed * challenged"

lesions. Significant correlation within groups, but not between groupsl
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was interpreted as indicative of ¿he influence of the varíable (traumatic

inflammation) on the developing 1esions.



RESULTS
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NORMAL TISSUE

The epithelial covering of the maxiltary lateral labiat sulcus

area in the normaL mouse is 4 or 5 cell layers thick, shows a distinct

stratum granulosum and a moderately heavy layer of surface keratin. Rete

ridges are absent. The submucosa consists of moderately mature fibrous

connective tissue with fibroblasts polarized parallel to the epithelial

surface. Subjacent to this submucosa bundles of striated muscfes are

divided by connective tissue sheaths and larger aïeas of loose areolar

tissue" Moderate vascularíty is seen with large venous t.ype vessers

present in the deeper areolar tlssue.

Hematoxylin and Eosin prepared sections show eosinophil-like

cells scattered at random in the various subepithelial tissue components"

These cells are similar in size to PMNs but the homogeneously eosinophiJ.ic

cytoplasm is agranular and the basophilic nucl-eus forms an irregular

peripheral intracytoplasmic tdoughnut' 
"

This cell is probably a varient of the potymorph group. ft was

not present consistently enough to suggest significance.

Fairly numerous are large, irregularo lightly basophil granular

cells with centrally located nuclei. These are mast cells which are

numerous in gingival-oral tissues of the mouse (Ham 1953). Pale tissue

macrophages are present in relatively smalI numbers.

The mast cell count in normal tissue revealed 50-70 cells per

field (Table v)" These cells stained very deepry with wrightls staino

appearing as sacs of densely packed course granules. The nucleus was

often obscurred by the stained granules" Occasionally these cells appeared

to be spilling their granular contents into the surrounding tissues.
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The mast cells were sparsely scattered in the more superficial

int,ermuscurar connective tissue with counts as low as ten per field in

these tissues, rn the deeper tissues they were much more abundanto

usually confined to intermuscular tissue planes and areolar tissue,

SubjectÍng sections of normat tissue to fluorescein-conjugated

rabbit'-anti-mouse-gtobulin globulin resulted in generally dutlo diffuseo

non-specific tissue fluorescence" Ilair follicles generally became brightty

fluorescent and in thicker tissues muscle bundles contributed more to

the background fluorescence than did other tissue elements. In some

instances the endothelial lining of arterioLes was seen as a distinct

fluorescent line-

In no cases was evidence of a Prussian blue positive reaction

seen in normal tissue preparations"

NON-SENSITIZED ANIMALS: LOCAL REACTION SITE

TRAUMATIC INFLAMMATION (TABLE VII, CONTROL)

The series of needle puncture injuries resulted in a macroscopic

pebbled appearance of the mucosal surface overlying the area of injury"

Microscopically acanthosís with uneven thickening of the epithelium was

seen" The submucosa was considerably thicker than in the normal tissue

and considerably more vascular, Fibroblastic activity was suggested by

the increase in fibroblasts.

Inflammatory ceì.ls in the submucosa were confined to Several foci

of moderate lymphocyte infiltration and some apparently non-viable PMNs,

The deeper areolar tissue was diffusety infiltrated with Iymphocyteso

occasíonal plasma cells, normal macrophages, and remnants of pMNs.

Some eosinophil-like cells were observed but appeared not to be as numeïous
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as in normal tissue. The mast cell population was very much reduced

from the normal.

Fluorescent staining was sirnilar to that seen in normal tissue

preparations, No Prussian blue staining was seen,

The results of the mast cell counts in all inflammatory lesions

are recorded in Table V. A rapid reduction in numbers of mast cells

occurs in inflammation with their complete absence in severely inflamed

areas" Return to normal numbers is delayed even after histologically

apparent complete return to normal of the injured tissues.

PRIIVI.ARY H FC (TABLE VI)

HåE Preparations: One hour following injection of H Fe the only

deviation from the normaf was that the blood vessels showed PMN-marginalion

and these cells were also found in moderate numbers in the surrounding

tissues. By six hours this picture had reversed with diffuse infiltration

of the deeper areolar tissue with PMN cells and normal blood vessels.

No disruption of tissue histomorphology was apparent"

Lymphocytes and a few plasma cells had entered the tissues by

12 hours" Several foci of PMN cells with pyknotic nuclei were present.

By 24 hours these had been replaced by macrophages and fibroblasts. A

complete return to normal had taken place by 48 hours after H Fe injection

into normal tissue. At no time had the inflammation spread beyond the

site of injection"

Prussian blue Preparations: Tissue sections removed from animals

one hour followíng the primary injection of H Fe showed only minimal Prussian

blue staining. Some smalI macrophages with intracyt.oplasmic staining were

observed, PaIe Prussian blue staining hlas seen among the erythrocytes

packing several of the larger blood vessels, and extracellularly in the

connective tissue and areolar tissue"



TABLE V

Individual mast cell counts were done at the

and at the periphery of the experimental lesions.

of the tissue counts was converted to the + to .]-#

in accord with the limits of the class intervals"

centre

The mean

measure
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TABLE V

MAST CELI CCIUNTq

Grou Time Cell Count Mean Class Va1ue

Normal Control 50-70 60 +.#

Traumat i c
Inflam" 20-50 35 +#

Primarv HFe I hr.
ó hr,

L2 hr.
24 hr.
48 hr"
4 day
6 day

30-50
5-10
0-10
5-10

30-40
30-ó0
50-60

40

35
4J
55

+
+
+

-#
+#

+#

Inflam" å
Prim. HFe

1

6
12
24
48

A

6

hr"
hr.
hrs.
hrs 

"
hrs.
day
day

15-40
r0-10
5-r0
5-15
5-20

15-50
50-70

28
IO

10
I3
oa

ó0

-f

+
+
+

-#
+-#

ChaI lenge '|

6
12
24
4B

4
6
B

hr"
hr"
hr.
hr.
hr"
day
day
day

15-20
15-20
20-40
20-40
40-60
50-70
50-70
50-70

1B
1B
30
30
50
60
60
60

TT

++
++
++

+#
+#
.1--#
++++

nflam.ti I thr. I t0-10
Chal.lenge | óhr. | 0-ZS

I rzrrr" I s_zo
| 24hr. | 5-30
¡ 48hr" I ao-ao
I aday | 20_60
| 6day | 30-20
I Bday i Ao-1000

10
13
13
18
40
40
50
70

+
+
-r

#
#
.H
+#

++++

CIass
No" of

Interval s :
CeIIs CIass Value

-r
-H

.H
#+

0-15
16-30
31-50
5r-70



TABLE VI

The lesions designated as "Primary H Fe" were evaluated

in terms of the components appearing in the table" The

severity of each ïesponse was measured and recorded

according to * to 'l-# ¡¡s¿5¡Ïs'



TABLE VI

TISSUE RESPONSE TO PRINIARY HORSE FERRITIN INJECTION (PRIM"-H Fe)

Hours Post-Iniection
ControlI 6 T2 24

Ring Test
PMNs

Hemorrhage
Edema

+ -t-L T1.

Blood Vessel Response:
thrombos is
margination
increased vascularitv
deqeneration

+

Fluorescence:
intravenous
aggregates
diffuse + + + + +

Prussian blue
extracellular
intracellular
inlravascular

+
+
+

-r

e" Fragmented or pyknotic

Control - normal tissue

I't
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Thesix-hourtisSuepÏeparationsrevealedareducednumberof

smallmacrophageswithpalePrussianbluestaining.Alargehematoma

Waspresentinoneofthe4-daytissuespecimensandthesesections

also failed to show a positive Prussian blue reaction'

Tissue -Fluorescence: 
A diffuse backgrourúltissue fluorescence

was seen in all of the traumaticalJ.y inflamed tissue preparations'

ThishoweverWasconsistentwiththestainingcharacteristicsof

normal tissue.

INFLAMMATTON + PRIMARY H FE (TABLE VII)

H&EPreparations:DenseperivascularinfiltrationofPMNshad

occurredwithinanhourfoltowingHF.einjectionint.othepreviously

inflamed tissue site" There was little evidence of diffuse infiltration

of the pMN cetls into the surrounding tissues where mononuclear inflam-

matory cells were seen" Although many PMNs were present among the

elythrocytesthatpackedthelargebloodvesselsmarginationwasnot

Seen0suggestingsluggishflowthroughthesevessels.Evídenceof

microscopichemorrhagewasobservedinseveralareasintheinjectionsite"

SixhoursfollowingHFeinjectionthePMNsWeremoÏediffusely

scatteredthÏoughoutthetissueswitharesulÏantmixtureofPMNs

andmononuclearinflammatorycells.Thelargebloodvesselswereless

denselypackedwitherythrocyteso'andPMNsweregenera}Iyabsentfrom

the lumina. No evidence of hemorrhage was seen"

The only change that had taken place by 12 hours was a marked

increaseinfibroblasticactivitygivingthetissuesadensecellular

appearance" Lymphocytes were observed al 24 hours and the polymorphs



TABLE VII

The lesions designated as "Inflammation * Primary H F'e"

were evaluated in terms of the components appearing ín the

table" The severity of each response was measured and

recorded according to the + 16 .]-# measure,
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TABLE VII

RESPONSE OF TRAUMATICALLY INFLAMED TISSUE TO PRIMARY
HORSE FERRITIN INJECTION (INFL"'+ PRIM"- H Fe)

'F Fragmented or pyknotic

Control - Traumatic inflammation onlv

Ring Test
PMNs

Hemorrhage
Edema

I
Hours :Post--Tn iect.ì on

96 Control6 L2 24 48

;
-r
'r

# ++ *;lç *;F

Blood Vessel Response:
thrombo sÍ s
marginat,Íon
increased vascularitv
degenerat.ion

;
# -¡-L {:1" + t

Fluorescence:
intravenous
aggregates
diffuse ¿ + 'r + + + +

Prussian blue:
extracellular
intracellular
íntravascular

+
+
+

'r
+
+

+ + +



remaining had pyknotic nuclei"

hour tissue preparations.
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Normal tissue was observed in the 4g

Prussian blue Preparations: Moderate numbers of small elongated

macrophages with intracytoplasmic Prussian blue staining were observed

in the I hour tissue preparations. The nuclei of these cells remained

distinctty eosinophilic. There was Iit,tle evidence of extracellular

Prussian blue staining except wÍthin a number of small blood vessels.

The number of macrophages with intracytoplasmic staining had

decreased by six hours folrowing H Fe injection. An area of previous

hemorrhage showed pale ext,racellular Prussian blue staining. Diffuse

paLe staining was still present in the lumina of erythrocyte-packed

venules and capillaries,

The 12 hour and later tissue preparations showed no evidence of

extracellular or intraluminal Prussian blue staining, A diligent search

of the tissue sections revealed the presence of a few stained macrophages"

This picture remained constant in the remaining groups of test animals"

Tissue FLuorescence: No deviation from the staining characteristics

in traumatically inflamed tissues receivingof normal tissue was observed

a primary injection of H Fe"

SENSITIZED ANIMALS: LOCAL REACTION S]TE

A reliable criterion for determining if the test animals in the

challenge groups were sensitized was to observe the facial edema of

challenged animals" The injection of the H Fe solution caused slight

bulging of the lateral labia which in non-sensitized animals returned

to normaL within an hour, In sensitized animals the edema cont,inued to
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increase for several hours until in many animals the facial contours were

considerably distorted. Animals failing t,o show at least moderate

edematous reaction following challenge were removed from the group and

replaced by reacting animals.

The precipitin ring tests on sera frorn such reacting animals were

all positive with the exception of some of the early groups Q-24 hours).

The adsorbtion of serum antibody by injected H Fe would account for this

early negative result in sensitized animals (vide supra) "

TRAT]MATIC INFLAMMATION

The traumatically inflamed tissues of sensitized animals in all

respects were similar to similarly inflamed tissues of non-sensitized

animals" In several- instances fluorescent stained t,íssuersections showed

some areas with a speckled fluorescence. Because of the inconsistency of

this staining characteristic its significance could not be determined"

CHALLENGE (TABLE VIII)

HEE Preparations: Sensitized mice receiving a challenge injection

of homologous antigen developed moderate edema of the snout within 15

minutes following challenge. This edema increased gradually for several

hourso then began tQ receed within six hours following challenge"

Microscopically the tissue removed I hour after injection showed

fibrinoid edema with some separation of the deeper muscle bundles. The

blood vessels were packed with red blood cells and PMNs. Some larger

venous-type vessels were partly occluded by fibrinoid clot. Inflammatory

cells were not present in the tissues except for some perÍvascular

infi lrration,



TABLE VIII

The lesions designated as "challenge" were evaluated
in terms of the components listed in the table" The

severity of response was measured and recorded according
to the -l- ¿6 ** measure" To find the mean response of the
fluorescence and prussian brue staining components the number

of pluses appearing in the fluorescence or prussian brue
cr.rlumns were added ancl divided by B,
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TABLE VIII

TISSUE RESPONSE TO CHALLENGE INJECTION OF HOEJE FERRITIry (CHALLENGE)

99

Ring Test
PMNs
Hemorrhage
Edema

I 6

Hour Pos t In.iection

r44 L92t2 24 48 96

+

-t--t-L

-¡-L

;

+
*;::

# # {-f H

Vascular:
thrombo s i s
mrargination
increase
degeneration

ñ
H

(a=
P. z,

+ l-f +

+
'r

J

Fluorescence:
intravenous
aggregat,es
diffuse
mean t value

--r*
I

+
+-r-t-

d=

I .6ó

#
#

-r

2

+l-
l-l-

+
| "66

++
+

#
r. ó6

+
+
+
I

;
"33

.L

"ÐJ

Prussian blue
extracel lular
intracellular
intravascular
mean * value

.H

;

+F.+
l-l-
l--þ

2"33

#
-Ft

ll-
2

'l-þ
l-{-
++
2

+
+
f

I

+
.r

+
I

+
f

"oÐ

'r' Fragmented or PYknotic
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By six hours the edema was moI.e severe and extended from the

deeper tissues into the dermis where collagen fibres were separated

and swollen" The muscle bundles and muscle layers were separated and

in places indistinct" Interstitial fibrin was abundant. Many blood

vessels were collapsed by the edema" Those that remained patent showed

a variable histologic picture" Some were normalo others partially

occluded by clumps of red cells in fibrin rnesh" Many capillaries and

venules appeared blocked by blood thrombi.

Although PMNs had infittrated the tissues they did not dominate the

cell-ul-ar picture. Very conspicuous were many large oval or round

macrophages with tan-coloured granular cytoplasm (injected H Fe Z)"

Some tymphocytes had infiltrated the tissues and there was some evidence

of increased fibroblastic activity. An abnormal number of the eosinophil-

Iike cells was not observed,

In sections removed 12 hours following challenge the edema was

very much reduced with a resultant concentration of inflammatory cells

in the tissue planes. Fragmented muscle fibres were especiatly conspicuous

in the more superficial tissues but reorientation of tissue-elements

appeared in progresq" Many small blood vessels and capillaries were

occluded with clumps of disintegrating and fused red blood cells

characteristic of red blood celI thrombus"

The 24 hour tissue section histology was dominated by fibroblastic

proliferation as evidenced by the presence of rnany immature fibroblasts"

Some of the blood vessel thrombi showed hyalinization' Many small

btood vessel walls were swollen with indistinct structure,

Lymphocytes and plasma cells were observedo especially in the

areolar tissues. PMNs were fragmented or contained pyknotic nuclei.
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Macrophages and granular cells were diffusely scattered in the loose

connective Lissue"

Fibroblastic protiferation was still dominant in the 48 hour tissue

sections, The blood vesseLs appeared normar" Lymphocytes and plasma

celrs rvere present in increased numbers. pMNs weïe not seeno By

4 days there was evidence of a trend towards normal tissue morphology

and hÍstology fotlowed by cornplete healing without scar tissue in the

ó day tissue sections.

Prussian blue Preparations: The preparat,ions of tissue samples

removed I hour following challenge showed a strong Prussian blue reaction

in the immediate vacinity of the injection site. The staining appeared

in relation to lymphatÍc and vascular channels but. was not observed

intracellularly or intravascularly.

By six hours following challenge the staining had diffused from

t'he injection sit.e throughout the tÍssue specimeng excepting the epitheliumo

and appeared mostly as extracellular stained granular aggregates on a

pale blue background stain" Densely stained macrophages were numerous,

Prussian blue staining was arso observed within many btood vessels.

These staining characteristics remained faÍr1y constant in the

12 and 24 hour sections" By 48 hours the staíning was decidedly less

intense and less diffuse extracelJularly. smalt macrophages with

intracytoplasmic staining were present, Pale stainlng was also seen in

sorne smallo apparent.ly pluggedo vessels. The Prussian blue staining

decreased gradually over the next several days and was entirely absent

in the B day tissue preparations"

Tissue Eluorescence: The animals receiving a challenge dose

characterist,ics in right ("Challenge")

of

andH Fe showed similar stainino
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and left ("Infl, + Challenge") tissue specimens,

Tissues removed one hour following H Fe chatlenge showed variable
patterns of fluorescence throughout the tissue preparation" The

connective tissue septae dividing muscle bundles in several areas showed

brÍght clumped fluorescence with no fluorescence observed within the

rnuscre bundres themselves, Fluorescent staining was not. present in
blood vesser but was seen perivascurarly. rn areolar tissues the

fluorescence surrounded the vacuoles, giving them a more ragged outline
than seen in normaL tissue.

The 6 and 12 hour sections showed less diffuse fluorescent stain-
ingo but staining appeared to have been concentrated into large brightly
fluorescing clumps" Although most of these clumps appeared not to be

related to specific tissue structures sone were obviousJ.y within blood

vessel-s" 0ther clumps appeared as fluorescent fragments adherent to

blood vessel waLls.

By 24 hours fluorescent crumps were stirr very obvious but

appeared to be present less generally distributed. White some areas showed

Iarge aggregates of fluorescent material other areas appeared almost, normal.

Fluorescing material was seen adhering to blood vesseL warls. The

general tissue morphorogy was more distinctly patteïned than in the

12 hour preparations, suggesting a return to more normal tissue morphotogy.

By 48 hours the fluorescent clumps had broken up and appeared

fragmented in the tissues" Many large blood vessels showed fluorescinq

fragments on their endotheliaL surface"

Over the next 48 hours t.hese fluorescing fragments had become

smaLler and more indistinct. The six-day r.issue preparations were

similar to control sections.
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INFLAMMATION + CHALLENGE (TABLE IX)

In some animals the macroscopic edema following challenge was

somewhat more pronounced on the left side (the previously inflamed side)

than on the right, but this was not consistentlv so.

HEE Preparations: Sections removed from animals chal.lenged one

hour earlier showed moderate widespread edema and mild hemorrhage and

PMN infirtration Íúto connective tissue and musc].e bundres. Blood

vessels were difficult to dÍstinguÍsh because of the edema and hemorrhage.

Concentrations of mononuclear cells formed inflammatory foci in the

connective tissue adjacent to the centrar lesion" Large macrophages

were seen in large numbers.

The six hour tissue sections reveaLed a severe hemorrhagic, acute

inflammatory reaction obscuring much of the tissue morphorogy. smarl

brood vesseLs were collapsed or obscuredo the large vessels at the

peripher$'of the inflarunat.ory site had ernpty lumina. separation of

muscle bundles and fibres was extensive"

A dramatic improvement was evidenced in the tissue sections removed

12 hours following H Fe injection. very little evidence of previous

hemorrhage was presento the PMNs appeared condensed into dense strands

between muscle fibreso muscle bundles and in the areolar tissues. Muscle

disorientation was less conspicuous although many fibres appeared shredded

and swollen. Fibroblasts were present among the muscle bundles,

Larger venous type vessels with indístinct vessel walls appeared

thrombosed with agglutinated erythrocytes. Small blood vessels were

difficult to distinguish because of the high cellularity in the tissues"

Several arteriols showed severe,,Êrenation"



TABLE IX

The Iesions designated as "Inflammation * ChalIenge"

were evaluated Ín terms of the components listed in the

table. The severity of response vtras measured by the + to

l-.H scale. To determine the mean Fluorescence response or

the mean Prussian blue responsen the total pluses appearing

in the respective columns were addedo then divided by 3"
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TABLE IX

RESPONSE OF TRAI]MATICALLY INFT.,AIIIED TISSUE TO CHALLENGE
HORSE FERRITIN TNJECTION (INFL" + CHALLENGE)

I 6

Hcu

T2

s Post-In.ie

24 I n,

tion

96 L44 L92

Ring Test
PMNs
Hemorrhage
Edema

l-H-
+t-

.H
"-*#
ffi

a-*
+

#

-r

'1.+>1.

L

#
+{.

ff # .LT

Vascular:
thrombosi s

margination
increase
degeneration

+
+

H

T

'1-

ï

#
{:l'

T

-Ft- J-L

FLuorescence:
intravenous
aggregat,es
diffuse
mean * value

lrl

l
.L

+
#
+

r"ó6

#
++
+
2

#
+f

1-

r"ó6

+-t-

+
+f
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Fragmentation and pyknosis of PMNs had occurred by 24 hours"

Lymphocytes and fibroblasts weÏe present in the area of previous injury"

There was no evidence of tissue necrosis' Fibrinous edema still appeared

to separate muscle fibres"

In a number of aïeas larger pools of agglutinated and partly

hyatinized red blood cells could be seen with vessel walls absent or

very indistinct" Several of these thrombi had been invaded by fibroblasts

suggest,ing that organízation of the thrombi had begun" This phenomenon

was also observed in several of the venous sinuses surrounding the

deeper hair follicles'

The presence of fibroblasts, lymphocytes and some plasma cells

dominated the picrure in the 48 hour sections. separation of muscle

fibres was less noliceable but evidence of fragmentation of muscle fibres

was still present" The vascular structures appeared more normalo

wiih normal capillary vessels and little evidence of thrombosis left"

ReparativeconnectivetissueWasmoderatelymatuleandvery

extensive throughout, t,he tissue sections 4 days following H Fe injection"

some muscte fibres present in the repararive tissue appeared frayed and

crenated as if one end of the fibre had lost its attachrnent. The exten-

sive intermingling of reparative connective tissue and normal tissue

constituents contributed to a general disorderly appearance of the tissue

sections.Vascularitydidnot'appeartobeabovenormal'Mononuclear

inflammatory celIs weïe conspicuousas nests of cells in the connective

tissue and areolar tissue.

Over the next several days gradual architectural improvement in the

site of injury was observed. By B days healing appeared to have been

completed with minimum scar tissue formation" Cellu1ar constiluents

appeared normal except for the persisting presence of widespread nests
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of mature plasma cells and scattered lymphocytes.

Prussian blue Preparations: The one hour tissue preparation showed

many deeply Prussian blue stained plump macrophages in the areolar and

connecÏive tissueso and what appeared as extracellular staining in the

walls of several large blood vessefs. Pale staining was seen in

association with small vessel walls and diffusely in the fibrinous exudate.

The areas of dense PMN infiltration were generally devoid of Prussian

blue staining"

The six hour sections showed little change except that pale

Prussian blue staining was observed in many blood vessels"

A significant change had occurred by 12 hours. Although some

macrophages were still observed with intracytoplasmic Prussian blue

stainingo the bulk of the stained material appeared as extracellular

aggregates in the connective and areolar tissues. Some of these granular

aggregates were observed in the blood sinuses surrounding the hair

follicles. Stained red blood cell thrombi were also present, These

staining propert,ies were also characteristic of the 24 hour tissue

preparations "

A decided decrease in Prussian blue staining !üas seen in the 48

hour sections" Small PrussÍan blue stained macrophages were still present

and the granular aggregates appeared fragmented and more diffuse in the

tissues" Stained thrombi were observed in small vessels.

The 4 and 6 day sections showed a gradual confinement of Prussian

blue staining in the tissues" Eight days following challenge H Fe

injection in an inflamed tissue site minimal extracellular Prussian blue

staininq was still Dresent but was faint and limited to small foci.



Tissue Fluorescence:

t07

The fluorescent staining in traumaticatly

was sirnilar to normaL chal_Ienged tissuesinflamed t- challenged tissues

(vide supra).

EWIAN BLUE CONTROLS

Tissue sections from BSA induced allergÍc inftammatory lesions

gave a faint background positive Prussian blue reaction I and ó hours

following BSA challenge in both normal and traumatically inflamed lesions,
The remainder of the "challenge" l-esions (24 and 48 houro 4 day) showed

no evídence of positive prussian blue staining.

MiId intracytoplasmic and extracellular Prussian blue stainingo

was observed in the 48 hour and 4 day sections of "infLamed -t- challenged"

lesions. The stained macrophages were confined to the centre of the

inflammatory lesions. Granular aggregates of prussian blue stained

material were not seen in any of the sections.
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THE VALIDITY OF THE IMMUNE REACTION

Before proceeding into an anlysis and discussion of the results"

as they relate to the tested hypothesiso it is necessary to est.ablish

that the "challenge" and "inflammation + challenge" lesions were in

fact a product of an immune reaction.

ANIMAL SENSITIZATTON

It has been shown in Part II of this thesis that injection of

5 mgm. H Fe into the oral mucosa of mice will regularly induce a

measurable Jevel of serum anti*H Fe between 12 and 24 days following

injection (Table III). Peak anti-H Fe Jevel occurs aL L4 days" As the

oral tissues of mice are relatively resistant to the Arthus reaction

(Freund ê Stone, 195ó) challenge injections of H Fe throughout Part III'

were given at peak titre" That animals receiving a challenge injection

of H Fe were in fact in a sensitized state at the time of challenge was

supported by the development of gross edema in the injection site, and the

results of the serum precipitin ring tests (Tables VIII and IX).

INTERPRETATION OF PRUSSIAN BLUE STAINING AND FLUORESCENCE

As has already been mentioned, because of the non-specific stain-

ing properties of the PrussÍan blue reaction and the fluorescein con-

jugated antÍ-globulíno one must be cautious about interpretation of the

observed results" How can the observer be sure when positive Prussian

blue staining represents H Fe as antigen, as antigen-antibody complex,

or as non-specific tissue ferric molecules? Símilarlyo when does

fluorescent staining represent antibody, antigen-antibody complexes,

or non-specific tissue staining and fluorescence? These problems were

dealt with as follows.
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Prussian blue staininq: The consistent lack of Prussian blue

staining in normal tissue sections (Table VI) was adequate evidence that

no components were present in norrnal tissue which gave rise to a positive

Prussian brue reaction. simitarry, by consistent absence of prussian

blue staining in traumatically inflamed tissuesr (Table VII) it was

concluded that inflammatory components present in such tissues did not

contribute to staining"

Following injection of H Fe into normal tissues moderate Prussian

blue staining was observed in the I hour tissue preparations extracellularly

in t,he tissuesu in the cytoplasm of the macrophagesn and in the blood

vessels" By 6 hours all the H Fe had apparently been removed from the

tissues, for Prussian blue staining was present onry in the cytoplasm of

small numbers of macrophages" This rapid clearing phenomenon of H Fe

from normal oral tissue of mice is consistent with observations made in

Part II where one hour following primary injection of H Fe excessively

heavy Prussian blue staining was present in both the local tymph nodes and

the spleen.

Primary H Fe injection into a traumatically inflamed tissue site

al-so results in rapid clearance (Table VII) but Prussian blue stained

macrophages linger in the tissues beyond 48 hours. It can be seen from

Table VII that in these tissues there was also microscopic evidence of

mild hemorrhage in the one hour tissue sections. The delayed presence

of stained macrophages could therefore represent a gradual breakdown of

tissue red blood ceIIs and uptake of ferric breakdown products by macro-

phages" 0n the other hand t,he inflammatory lesion may function to retain

injected H Fe longer by virtue of tymphatic blockage phenomena,
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From these observations it is reasonable to conclude that positive

Prussian blue staining ín the studied tissues of non-sensitized mice is

to a high degree representative of H Fe pïesent in the tissues. rn

discussing the staining characteristics arising from H Fe injection into

tissues of sensitized animals the consideration of immune complexes needs

to be introduced. This will therefore be deal¿ with a littLe 1arer.

Fluorescent staining: rt is recognized that to date the best

method of demonstrating the presence of specific antigen or anti-gLobulin

in tissues is to use the methods described by Humphrey SWhite. (t9ó4),

whereby the test tissue,is, if antibody is sought, first frooded with

the specific antigen to allow union of specific tissue antibody wÍth

antigen" Washing the preparation witl remove all but specifical-1y bound

antigen. This bound antigen can be identified by subjecting it to

fluorescein-conjugated specific antibody. As far as we were awaïe such

specific fluorescein-conjugated antiglobulins are not avaitabte commercially.

Because our laboratory is not equipped to prepare such materiars the

commercialJ-y available rabbit-anti-mouse-globuJ.in globutin was used.

A diffuse background fluorescence was present ln normal tissue

(Table vr), in non-sensitized H Fe injected tissues (Table vr), in

traumatically inflamed tissues of non-sensitized animals (Table VIII and

sensitized animal-s and in the non-sensitized tissue preparations represent-

ing H Fe injection:into traumaticalJ.y inflamed tissue sites. In all of

these tissues excepting one, there is no basis for suggesting that the

fluorescence represented anything but autofluorescence, background

fluorescence and/or non specific globuJ-in fractions. In the traumatically

inflamed sensitized tissue sections it would not be unreasonable to
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expect increased fluorescence due to the presence of antibody binding

in inflammatory sites (Benacerrafo et aI, 1954; Brandtzaeg & Kraus, 1965).

However the non-specific nature of the fluorescent stain used and ¿he

thickness of the tissue sections made it possible to observe only greater

quantitative changes in fluorescence characteristics" Thus the present

method may have identified such antibody binding in mice with high levels

of serum antibody. It, will be recalled that the sensitized animals in

t,he present investigation were intentionally provoked to a relatively

J.ow serum antibody response.

It was thus concluded that the presence of traumatic inflammation

in the tissues of non-sensitized and sensitized animals did not give rise

to fluorescent staining characteristics noticeably different from those

observed in normal tissue.

The Presence of Antibody and Antigen âs rmmune complexes: The

presence of specific immune complexes in tissues is difficult to "prove"

incontrovertably¡ rather their presence can be assumed only when enough

circumstantial evidence is put forth upon which to base such a conclusion"

Accepted evidence is demonstration that (i) the animal was in a sensitized

state at the time of antigenic challenge, (ii) the presence of antigen

can be demonst,rated in the tissues of the reaction siteo (iii) t.he

presence of specific ant.ibody can be demonstrated in the tissues of the

reaction siten (iv) antigen and antibody are present in relationships

that will in no way contradict the conclusion that they are present as

compLexes 
"

(i) The results in Part II are ample evidence that animals receiving a

primary H Fe injection (5 mgm") were 14 days later in a sensitized state.

The resurts of the ring tests on the sera of challenged mice in this
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study are consistent with these findings" The local gross edema following

challenge H Fe injection in the labial mucosae of test animals left no

doubt. that we were dealing with animals sensitized to H Fe"

(ii) It has been established that when Prussian blue staining was present

in the non-sensitized tissues it represented injected H Fe which was

rapidly cleared from the tissues" From Table VIII it can be seen that

when a similar dose of H Fe is injected into the labial tissues of

sensitized mice the tissue preparations show a marked increase in Prussian

blue staining which is retained in the tissues for a considerable period

of time (6 days). No evidence of hemorrhage in any of the observed

tissue sections was presents ruling out the possibility that the Prussian

blue stain represents stained blood breakdown products" That the

tissueu per se, does not reac¿ with Prussian blue ¿o produce staining

has been established" It can therefore be concluded that the Prussian

blue staining in the challenged tissue secti,ons represented the injected

H Fe.

Table IX shows the Prussian blue staining characteristics found in

traumatically inflamed tissues receiving a challenge H Fe injection" In

these tissues as well the Prussian blue reaction was much more intense

and prolonged than in comparable non-sensitized tissues. The assumption

that this staining is representative solely of injected challenge H Fe

cannot be madeo in light of the hemorrhagic reaction which developed in

the injection site within six hours.

The results of the Prussian blue control test (BSA Índuced allergic

ínflammations) indicate that in the sections taken after 48 hours follow-

íng challenge a proportion of the intracytoplasmio Prussian blue staining
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seen was not attributable to the presence of H Fe, Blood breakdown

products associated wilh hemorrhage probably account for this staining,

However the staining in the control sections was relatively mild"

Corrected mean values woufd thus not be appreciabty different from the

mean values recorded in Table IXo representing the presence of antigen

in the tissues,

(iii) The marked increase of fluorescence in sensitized tissues following

H Fe challenge demonstrated the marked increase of serum globulins in

these tissues. Because the fluorescein conjugate was not specific for

anti-H Fe it cannot be conclusively stated that the increased fluorescence

represented only increased anti-H Fe in the tissues" However the fluorescent

results of the various control tissuesu the demonstrated presence of serum

anti-H Fe in sensitized miceo and the logic of the systemic response to

local injection of hornologous antigen provide adequat,e circumstantial

evidence that increased fluorescence in challenged tissues was predominantly

representative of anti-H Fe"

(iv) l,tlhat evidence is there to support the conclusion that in challenged

tissues the antigen and antibody moieties are present as immune complexes?

Observation of the characteristics of the Prussian blue staining in

challenged tissues suggests that some factor(s) is/are operating to

block the rapid dissemination of the injected H Fe" In non-sensitized

tissues injected H Fe rapidly disappeared. In challenged tissues there

is evidence of intracytoplasmic antigeno but the bulk of the antigen

appears to be retained in the t,issues as extra-cellular aggregates,

Furthermore* these aggregates are similar in appearance to the fluorescent

aggregates seen in the fluorescein stained challenged t,issue lesions,
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Correlations of the Prussian blue reaction and fluaescence

results in challenged tissues add further support to the assumed presence

of antigen and antibody as cornplexes in these tissues. These correLations

are illustrated in Figure Ió"

Figure Ióa shows that in"challenged"tissues there is a direct

relationship between the fluorescent staining and the Prussian blue

reaction observed in these tissues" The coefficient of correlation

(0"85) and the p value ( < 0,01) support the thesis that such a close

relationship must be dependent upon their presence in tissues as complexes.

Figure l6b illustrates the results of a similar correlation of

fluorescence and Prussian blue staining in "traumaticatly inflamed +

challenged" mouse tissues" Although the correlation coefficient is not

as high (0"70) as in the "chaLlenge" tissues (0"85) the correlation is

stitl significant (p<0"05)" Again, this argues Ín favour of the presence

of H Fe and anti-H Fe in these tissues as complexes,

In Figure 17 the correlation graphs from Figure 16 have been super-

imposed on each other to give an indication of the overall difference in

fluorescence - Prussian blue response between "chaLlenged" and "inflamed

* challenged" tissue specimens, It can be seen that the two graphs are

almost parallel and very close together" Statistical correlation of

the two groups of results indicated that there was no significant difference

between the groups (p) 0.10)" From these results and the earlier histo-

logical observations (Table VIII and IX) o it was concluded that immune

complexes were present equally in "challenged" and in "inflamed t

challenged" tissues"



FIGURE 16

The graphs illustrate the correlation between tissue

fluorescence and Prussian blue staining in (a) "chal1enged"

and (b) "traumatically inflamed * challenged" tissues" The

dots on the graphs represent the mean val-ue of tissue

fluorescence and Prussian blue staining (Tables VIII and IX)

at various times from I hour through B days following H Fe

challenge.
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TIGURE 17

An analysis of covariance on the two regression

lines in lrigure 1ó indicates that they are not significant.ly

di fferent 
"
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The discussion thus far therefoÏe brings us to the following

conclusions:

1. The animals used in the "challenge" and "inffammatiOn -l challenge"

gïoups wereg in fact, I{ Fe sensitized animals'

2" Prussian blue staining was largely representative of H Fe in

the stained tissues.

3. The fluorescence in fluorescein-stained tissues was to a high degree

representative of the presence of anti-H Fe'

4" H Fe injection into the tissues of H Fe-sensitized mice gave rise

to the presence of H Fe - anti-H Fe complexes in the site of

injection"

5. Quantitatively the presence of immune complexes was similar in

"challenged" and "traumatically inflamed + challenged" tissueS"

THE ALLERGIC INFLAI/INÍATORY LESION

The role of immune complexes in inflammation has been discussed"

As stated earliero their main influence appeals to be related to platelet

aggtutinationo mast celI degranulation and PMN chemotaxis"

PLATELET AGGLUTINATION

The methods used in studying our tissue sections did not allow for

a direct examination of platelet activity" By inference howevel our

results would support the work of siqueira & Nelson (196I) and

Uriuhara and Movat (I9ó4). In the "challenged" and "inflamed * challenged"

tissues red blood ce11 thrombi were moderately frequent findings suggest-

ing active clot formation. Many of these thrombi were seen to undergo
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degeneration and hyaJ.inization. These characteristics were observed

only in tissues in which immune-complexes were present.

MAST CELL DEGRANULATTON

Figure 18 illustrates the mast cell response in injured tissues,

It can be seen that the smallest decrease in mast cell counts occurs

following "chaI1enge". Even in "inflamed * charlenged" tissues mast

cel] degranuration appears to be less seveïe than in ',primary H Fe"

or "inflamnation * primary H Fe" lesions. This would indicate that the

H Fe - antÍ-H Fe complexes do not enhance mast cell degranulation" This

is consistent withthe findings of Mota (1961, 19ó1a)o for we are dealing

predominantty with humorar precipitating antibodies in our system,

If immune complexes',do not enhance mast cel1 degranulation, it
would seem from our find:ùngs that. they may suppress degranulation, that

iso H Fe - anti-H Fe as a complex is less effective ín causinä degranula-

tion than is H Fe alone" This is supported by a comparison of Figure l8b

with nigure l8d. The difference in mast ceII degranulation in tissues

of the two animal groups must be attributed to the different effect on

mast cells of H Fe over H Fe-anti-H Fe,

The difference in mast cel1 response between "inflamed * challenged"

tissueso and "inflamed + primary H Fe" tissues (Fig. t8a and Fig. l8c) is
not evident in the early lesions (f - ó hours) but becomes more obvious

in the lat,er lesions" This must be attributed to the reduced numbers of

mast cells in these tissues prior to H Fe injection as a result of the

traumatic inflammation" The presence of free H Fe in such inflamed

tissues causes further degranulation. In sensitized tissues the injected

H Fe combines with anti-H Fe with resuLt.ant less severe degranulation,



FIGUIìE IB

This graph illustrates that horse ferritin injection

into non-sensitized tissues (c ancl d) causes more mast cell

degranulation than a similar injection into sensÍtized tissues

(a and b)" The probable explanation is that in sensitized

tissues the injected H Fe combines with humoral anti-H Feo

and is less mast cell lytic as a complex than as free H Fe.
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PMN RESPONSE

Figure 19 illustrat,es the PMN req)onse in the various injured tissues.

The difference in response in traumaticaJ.ly Ínflamed tissueso (sensitizedo

Fig. 19a¡ non-sensitizedo Fig. I9c) fottowing injection of H Fe is striking"

As the only variable in these two groups of animals was sensitizationo

the difference in PMN response must be attribut,ed to the presence of

H Fe - anti-H Fe in the "inflamed f challenged" tissues,

The difference in PMN response in "chalLenge" (Fig" 19b) and in

"primary H Fe" (Fig. 19d) lesions is not nearly as striking, the only

difference being that the presence of PMNs is prolonged in "challenged"

tissues" Examination of the histological sections representing these

lesions however clarifies this inconsistency. In "primary H Fe" injected

tissues the blood vessels show PMN margination (Table VI) " However in

the challenged tissues the blood vessels show extensive PMN plugging

(Table VIII), This suggests that the PMNS were attracted to the site of

injury (where immune-complexes were present) but were not able to cross

the vessel wall to gain entrance to the tissues"

The effect of H Fe - anti-H Fe complexes on the PMN response can

be more precisely determined by correlating the presence of these

components in the allergic inflammat,ory lesion from the time of induction

until healing has occurred" Figure 20 illustrates such correlations with

the fluorescence representing the immune complexes" Figure 21 is a

similar correLation with the Prussian blue reaction representing the

complexes.

It can be seen that both in the "challenged" and "ínflamed *

challenged" lesions (Fig" 20) there is a highdegree of correlation between

the quantitative presence of PMNs and fluorescence in these tissues
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FIGURE 20

The graphs illustrate the correlation between the

presence of immune complexes (fluorescence) and tissue PI{Ns

in "challenged" and "inflamed * challenged" Iesions from

I hour through B days post challenge. The dots represent

values from Tables VIII and IX.
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(C*C. = 0"ó9 and 0"69 respectivelyo p <0"1)" hthen immune complexes

are represented by the more specific prussian blue staining (Fig.2I)

the correlation coefficients are 0.BZ (p < .01) in t,he ,,challenged,,

tissuesu and 0"93 (p <.01) in "inflamed -l- challenged" tissues.

These findings are consistent with those of other investigators
(cochrane & weigleo 1958; Boyden, L962¡ ward G cochnaneo Lg6Ð. rt is

therefore concluded t,hat the PMN response in H Fe challenged tissues was

directly related to the presence of H Fe - anti-H Fe complexes in these

same tissues"

ÏHE ROLE OF POLYII{ORPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTES

The phagocytic function of PMNs (Deams E Oort I 1962¡ Uriuhara å

Movat,, 1964) is directly related to an attempt at clearance from the

lissues of foreign material. The effect of conconritant release of mast

cerl lytic substances from these cells (seegers and Janoff, 196ü and

blood ves.sel permeabitity factor (Movato et aI Lg6Ð is somewhat more

difficult to explain. rt is not unrealistic to postulate that the

permeabilÍty factor and histamine release through mast cell degranulation

are specifically geared towards increased vascuLar permeability to

facilitate the entrance of the immune-complex-attracted phagocytes into

the tissues,

In an attempt to determine whether a relationship actually existed

between tissue PMNs and decreased numbers of mast cells (degranulation)

these two components were correlated in the various tissue sites of

inj ury.

rt was found that in inflammatory resions arising from',primary

H Fe" injection (FIg, 22ù and "inflammation -F primary H Fe" injection
(Fig. 22b) no significant correlation could be found. However in the
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The graphs illustrate the correlation between the

presence of immune complexes (Prussian blue) and iissue PMNs

in "challenged" and "inflamed * challenged" lesions from I hour

through B days post challenge. The dots represent values from

Tables VIII and IX.
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FIGURE 22

The graphs illustrate the lack of correlation between

tissue PI\rlNs and masL ceII degranulation in non-sensitized

tissues" The cìots represent values taken from Tables V,

VI and VII"
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allergic inflammatory lesions (Fig. 23 a and b) there was found to be

a very significant relationship between mast cell degranulation and the

pïesence of PMNs (c.c.'= 0.83 p(O,OZ in "challenge" tissueso c"c' = o'94

p < .0I in "inflamed * challenged" tissues) '

Thefactthatarelationshipbetweenthetwocelltypesappearsto

exist in these lesions still leaves us to speculate about the meaning of

such a relationship" It is apparent from the presence of PMN plugged

vessels in the "challenged" Iesion (Table VIII) that in normal tissues

the entrance of PlvlNs into the tissueso ulhere they can best perform their

functiono is blocked by the blood vessel walls. This suggests that mast

celI degranulation and release of pharmacologically active amines is in

some way associated with increased permeabitity and PMN infiltration"

The rnast celI lytic substance and permeability factor released by phago-

cytosing PMNs rnay merely be part of a feed-back mechanism to ensure that

pMNs are allowed Ínto the tissues as long as their presence is needed'

Initial mast cell degranulation would be the direct result of injury

to the tissues. The sensitívity of the mast cells to injury is illustrated

bytheírrapiddísappearancefromrelativelymildlyinjuredtissues

(Table V).

THE EFFECT op' rnnuu4Tlc TNJURY 0N THE

Referencehasbeenmadeearliertothedifferentintensityof

the PMN ïesponse between sensitized and non-sensitized animals (Fig' 19) '

In non-sensitized animals the PMN response to traumatic inflammation *

prirnary H Fe injection (Fig. r9d) is not more intense but only sornewhat

prolonged compared to the ïesponse in primary H Fe injected tissues (Fig" Igd) "

This difference represents nothing more than the PMN characteristic in

traumatically inflamed tissues (Tabte vII conlrol). That is, the PMN



FIGURE 23

The graphs illustrate significant correlaLions between

tissue PI\4Ns and mast ceIl degranulation" in "challenge" and

"inflamed * chalLenged" lesions from I hour through B days

foltowing H Fe challenge. The values (represented by dors)

are taken from Tables V, VIII and IX"
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response in "traumatic inflammation * primary H Fe" (nig" t9c) is the

sum of the response in the individual lesions (table VfI control and

Fig. rgd) 
"

When we examine the reaction in the sensitized tissues the effect

of the t,raumatic inflammatory state is seen to have a more pronounced

effect." In "inflamed * challenged lesions" (Fig. 19a) the PMN response

is approximately double that observed in challenged tissues (Fig. I9b)

both quantitatively and in terms of time" The difference in response is

much more than can be accounted for by the simple presence of PMNs in

traumatically inflamed tissues prior to challenge injection,

That the traumatic inflammatory lesion has the effect of dividing

the challenge response in normal and inflamed tissues into two distinct

systems can be shown frorn the statistical analysis. Figure 24 is the

result of superimposing t,he comelation graph between tissue fluorescence

and PMN response in "challenged" tissues (Fig, 20a) upon the similar

correlation in "inflamed * challenged" tissues (Fig. 20b) " The two

gráphs are not statistically related (p) 0.1)" When similar correlations

are made between PMN response and Prussian blue staining (Fig" 2I) the

result again is two linear correlations that are not signifÍcantly

related (Fig. 25),

The PMN responseg relative to the presence of immune complexeso

is always greater when the immune reaction site has been conditioned by

traumatic inflammation prior to challenge H Fe injection (Figs, l9o 24 and

25) " This enhanced PIIIN response appears to be related to a phenomenon

of altered vascular permeability"

Furt,her evidence that the inflammatorv resoonse in "challenqed"

tissues is significantly different from the response in "inflamed *



F]GURE 24

An analysis of covarience on the correlations between

tissue fluorescence and PNIN response in "challenged" (Figure 20a)

and "inflamed + challenged" (Figure 20b) lesions indicated that the

PMN response in "inflamed + challenged" lesions was significantly

greater than in "challenged" lesions" The fluorescence

(representing immune complexes) is similar in both lesions"
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FIGURE 25

This graph represents the graphs in Figure 2I superimposed

upon each other. The Pl\{N response to presence of immune complexes

(Prussian blue) is significantly different in "challenged" and

"inflamed * challenged" lesions"
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challenged" tissues is the PMN - mast ceII response in the tnro groups

of .lesions" Fig. 26 superimposes these correlated responses (Fig " 23 a

and b) one upon the other. There is no significant statistical relation-

ship between the two groups of responses (p) O"fl" Agaín this can be

attributed to the presence of traumatic inflammation in one group of

challenged tissues" I^lhen traumatic inflammation is present the immune-

complex-attracted PMNs enter the tissues and cause almost total mast

cell degranulation. Challenge in normal tissue is not accompanied by

high PMN concentrat.ion in the tissues and thus mast cel1 degranulation

is much less severe"

Fígure 27 is a schematic representation of the role of immune

complexes in the developing allergic inflamrnatory lesion (Benacerraf,

et al. 1954; Cochrane and l,1leigleo 1958¡ Barbaro, I9ól; Siqueira and

Nelsono 1961; Mota, I9ó1, 1961a; Boyden, Ig62i Deams and Oort, I962i

Gabbioni and Nielseno L964i Movato et al, L964; Mustard, L964; Uriuhara and

Movat, L964; ltlard and Cochraneo I964i Schwartz and Vardinono 1966; Seegers

and Janoff o L966i l,üasi, et al, 19ó6). It has been shown that the

findings of the present study support and are supported by the findings

of these authors"

Furthermoreo the results of the present study suggest that the

traumatic inflammatory lesion enhances the reactions indicated on the

flow chart by maintaining a tissue environment which is characterized

by a state of increased vascularity on the one hand (Tab1e Vllncontrol)

and increased vascular permgabitity on the otheri- ThÍs is borne out by

a number of observations" FÍrst, the vascular plugging with PMNs in

"chal1enged" tissues (Table VIII) indicates that PMNs are attracted



F'IGURE 26

This graph shows the graphs of Figure 23 super-

imposed upon each other" An analysis of covarience of the two

separate regression lines found a signifÍcant difference

between the response in "challenged" and "inflamed and

challenged t,is sues" "
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TIGURE 27

Theflowchartismeantasasummaryoftheeffectof

soluble immune complexes on the local tissue constituents"

The botd letlers indicate where the presence of inflammation

in the reaction site may enhance the immune Ïeaction (see text)"
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to the site of injury but cannot readiry leave the blood vessel-s.

Secondlyo moderate hemorrhage is a characterist.ic observed on].y in early

"inframed * challenged" tissues. Thirdlyo the severe pMN response in

"inflamed * challenged" tissues is accompanied by ditated and "empty"

blood vessels in these sites.

The increased permeability phenomenon characteristic of traumatic

inflammation could -bnhance t.he allergic reaction in several ways. Firstlyo

the chemotactic effect of antigen-antibody complexes on PMNs could be

enhanced (Fig" 27A) " Thiso as has been showno results in increased pMNs

entering the tissues" Although this would serve to increase the rate

of antigen-antibody phagocytosis it would also raise the tissue level

of mast cell lytic substances (Seegers and Janoffo 196ü and permeability

factor (Movato et aÌ, L964) " These factors would lead to further masr

cell degranulation (Fig" 278) t with a resurtant rise in tissue

histamine leve1 (Fig" 27ü " The increase in tissue hist,amine and lysosome

level manifest in further increased vascular permeability (Fig" 27Ð "

The summation of the entire cycle is manifest as the Arthus response

characterized by concentrated PMN infiltratbnu edema and hemorrhage,

thrombosis and possible tissue necrosis.

Thus the results of this study give evidence that non-specific

(t,raumatic) inflammation in the oral tissues of mice do indeed enhance

the effects of an immune reaction induced in these same tissues. Although

an acute inflammatory reaction occurred in the "challenged" tissues, only

in the "traumatically inflamed + challenged" tissues dicì a characteristic

Arthus reaction develop" This is int,erpreted to mean that the presence

of inflammation in the studied tissues so conditioned these tissues that

an immune reactiono which would normally fulfill its intended homeostatic

functiono is overactivated and becomes responsible for tissue injury"
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The hypothesis that the presence of non-specific (traumatic)

inflammation in oral tissues of adult albino male and female mice enhances

the severity of an Arthus inflammatory response has been affirmed" A

total of 82 animals made up the control and experimental groups. The

test animal selected served well in the chosen model, presenting no handling

problem and reacf,ing with acceptable consistency to experimental treatment.

The sensitization of animals with a single primary injection of

BSA or H Fe proved adequate inryproximateLy 6O% of animalso using the

criterion of prolonged gross edema of the snout following a challenge

injection of homologous antigen" A greater percentage of animals may have

responded favourably had adjuvant or multiple injections been used in the

sensi t izÍng procedure.

The horse ferritin has proven a val-uable antigen for the following

ïeasons:

(a) The primary anti-H Fe response was sufficiently high to be measured
by the hemagglutination technique"

(b) Challenge of H Fe sensitized animals resulted in a local immune
reaction as determined grosslyo histologically and by fluorescent
studies "

(c) Tracing H Fe in tissues with the Prussian blue reaction i s particularly
beneficial in evaluating the tissue and immune response to antigenic
ferritin "

The fluorescent globulin labelling technique was limited by the

inability to cut consistently thin sections on the equipment available"

However because it was not necessary for our purposes to rely on cellular

definition in fluorescent localizationo our method did prove acceptable"

It was of course not possible todemonstrate the antibody binding in

inflamed tissues as has been reported by other investigators.

Statist,ical methods proved to be a useful toolo and greatly
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facilirated the evaruation of the raw data and in irrustrating the
findings- The danger inherent in evaruating subjective data by

objective methods was recognÍzed"

Because of the heretofore lack of concLusiveness in understanding
the mediatÍon of inflammation and the definitive role of individuaL cellular
constituents involved, it is admitted that interpretations of the
results is based partly on conjecture.

rt is recognized that the findings presented by the present author
cannot be extrapolated directJ-y to explain the role of immune reactions
in the pathogenesis of periodontal disease. The results, as interpreted
and presentedo do direct us to consider that the inframmatory mechanism and

the immune mechanism may in some circumstances operate synergestÍcarly
in disease production"
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A" Illodification of stavi.tsky's ( r9s4) Haemagglutination Technique:

rt was our experience that cells tanned with a 1:200000 dirution
of tannic acid prior to antigen adsorbtion were fairly "sticky,,o result_
ing in autoagglutination of control cells. This difficulty was partiatly
overcome by using a l:30r000 tannic acid dirution in prace of the

l:200000 dÍlution.

Autoagglutination in control cells appeared also to be related
t'o incomplete removal of heterophile agglutinins from the mouse seïa

by doubre adsorbtion with washed sheep red blood cells at 24oc. rt
was found that single adsorbtion for 30 minutes at 35oc resurted in
more complete adsorbtion of the heterophile agglutinins. These

modifications resuLted in settling patterns from which it was easv ¿o

distinguish between positive and negative results,

B. Staining of Lymph Node Smears:

1. Air dried srides were fixed in methanor for 5 minutes.

2" Fixed srides washed in salíne-phosphate buffer (pH 6"s)for 30 minutes.

3. Place washed slides directly into freshly made Giemsa staino
made as follows, for four minutes:

47 mIs. distÍl1ed water

3 mls. glycerine

7 mls" Giemsa stock solution

4" Wash thoroughly in distitled water and air dry"

5" I\{ount smears with permount,.
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